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iacs
iological Man.
medistely after t h e
ling," three insomniacs
they were "very Much
r," eight Said they
"some better," one
lot improved and one

its insomnia was worse.
ree subjects Missed
first assessment. The
id assessment was
two and a half
hs later. One of the 16
"relapsed," he was
an inveterate in- 0
iac. Seven were hayrouble going to sleep
?Its than they had had.
had reduced their avtime of getting to
to less than 10 minEY WERE checked a
time, 11 months after
experiments. All but
if 12 subjects,(the nthcouldn't be reached)
they were less given
somnia than they had

liKEE INGENUITY

iCORD, N.H. UPI - Nen
;hire prides itself on Yingenuity and proved itTbarwith an unusual example
ft.
state saved $1,555 by sal.
two late model
police cars and welding
ro good halves together
e serviceable cruiser. The (11
st only $129.89 for tow*
its. Students on a trainiject did the work,

wrecked

Cleveland 'Indians dress
627 fans during the 1948

be tickled
rom you. So go
ow that rates
iII weekend

el Bell

United Press International

6

Selected As A Best All Round Kentu
cky Comniuniv Newsp
aper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
In Our 90th Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon,
March I I, 1969
Miss Hwei Jen Yang
Of Taiwan Speaker
Memorial Church

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 59

Murray Group Back
From Special Meet
Held Georgetown

Local Persons
Winners At
District Meet

Continuing with the internetonal student talks, Memorial
Members of the Girls AuxilBaptist Church adults and young
iary of the First Baptist Church
people heard Mies Hwei Jell
attended the Queens Court held
from Carl Stout, mato
Yang of Taipei, Taiwan &*
on the campus
t is.
r
Georgetown
ing the Training Union hoer
College, Georgetown, over the
Sunday evening. Miss 'Yang d*weekend.
His wife Elizabeth is having a
died and taught law in her
Representatives of the MurGirls from the church who
tough time and Is at the hospihomeland before coming to the
have completed steps in the ray Woman's Club placed first
tal in Memphis. Carl says they
states to study speech at MurGA work and were eligible to in five categories at the first
appreciate all the messages they
ray State.
attend were Gloria Cook, Nan- district meeting held Saturday,
have received.
Concerning the customs of
cy Herndon, Patsy Mathis, Sha- March 8, in Mayfield.
Taiwan, Miss Yang indicated
ron Moore, Karen ftesseil, and
As you know Mrs. Stout had a
Mrs. James E. Hamilton was
that the Western fashions are
Pam Tucker, queens; Kathy Ro- judged best in the fashion sew',heart attack on April 16, 1968
preferred over the more ungers, Martha Wiseklet, and ing contest for club members
and has had it rough since that
comfortably tight Chinese dress..
Joyce Wooden, qinens-ineer- for her black and white check. time. They went to Memphis on
Shoe buying posed a Problem
vice.
February 19 and she now is at
ed ensemble.
kw.
for the speaker when she atThe girls were accompanied
the William F. i3owld Hospital.
In the crafts division first
tempted to buy her first pair
by
Mrs. James Rogers and Mrs. place honors were awarded to
By now she may be at the Uniof shoes in the states. Asked
Eugene Russell, leaders.
versity of Alabama Hospital
Cathy Gem-in, Murray High,
what size she generally ordered
The group went by chartered rugmaking; Allen Grogan, Murwhere arrangements were made
Damson Lae, native of Korea, seated on the
in. Taiwan, her reply of 17 stunL C. (Carnie) Hendon on the right
left, was
is
pictured as to is bus accompanied by a group of ray High, ceramics; Marsha
to receive her.
*Melt* at the World Day of Prayer program.
ned the saleslady. Miss Yang alpresented a plague for his years el
Seated on his
senile* with the Murray
girls with their leader, Mrs. Sledd, University High, jewelSoft Is Mrs. Richard Miller and Mrs. Nell Raton,
Postoffico by Postmaster Lester Nanny
chairman of so discussed education, food,
at a dinner at the
Josephine Rhew, from the Li- ry; and David Teitloff, UniverMrs. Stout is the former Elizathe World Day of Prayer conwniftee. Standing Is
dating and engagement tradiTriangle Inn on Saturday evenin
Mrs. Corti*
g.
berty Baptist Church in Graves sity High, college.
beth Covington, daughter
tions, living conditions, and cliPorte's, president of the Church Women United.
f
County. They stopped in Prince"Mrs. Katie Irvan Covington of
mate in Taiwan.
ton where they were joined by
North 14th Street here in MurThe family system is very
Other winners from Murray
a group there led by Mrs. J.
ray. Her brothers are Tom Covstrict, because there is a great
were Deborah Adams and Nancy
Bill
Jones.
ington, Pat and John Ed, the
respect for age among the
The bus left Friday morning Spann, second and third place
latter two of Detroit.
Younger children are
in
rugrnakiag;
at five o'clock and enrouts respectively
not permitted to address older
For the next several Fridays stopped at
Ronnie Bowerman and Skip
PLEXKU, VIETNAM (AH'INC) Story Hour will
the Glendale ChilCarl and Mrs. Stout have three
be held at brothers or asters by their first
and Saturdays the public will dren's Home
Homra, second and third in
where they were
children Mrs. Meridian Garland — Robert E Reece, 21, whose the Murray-Calloway County names. Neither do children arceramics: Janette Barkeen, secL C. (Carnie) Hendon was the be seeing.representatives of the taken on a tour of the home.
(Marshall is the son of Mr. and parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Library on Wednesday and gue or disagree with parental
ond in collage.
honored guest at a dinner given Urban Geography Seminar of
At Georgetown the girls
.
Mrs. Ruel Garland), Dr Richard Puckett, live on Route 3, Mur- Thursday -from three to four decisions, the speaker said.
Jean Gowitts,
- WeCumestied on
by the employees of the Mur- Murray State University in one ed in the girls' dormitories.
'Dick" Stout of Fort Lewis, ray, Ky., was promoted Febru- p.m. for children in the four
Briefly discussing religion,
of
the
several
piano
by
superm
Miry
arkets in Mur- While there they heard devolid Winter,
'Washington (he married Lynn ary 10 to Army specialist four to seven age group.
Miss Yang stated that 50 per- ray Postoffice on Saturday even- ray, Kentuc
placed second in the music conky. With the appro- tional sneakers and reports
Children whose last names cent of the Taiwanese are Bud• ing at the Triangle Inn.
Halm), and Carl_ M. Stout, Jr. In Vietnam, where he is serv, gi- test.
.
val
of
the
store manager con- ven by foreign and home misHendon retired February 28
who teaches at Morehead (he ing with the 4th infantry Divis- begin from A to M are to at- dhist and about 25 percent
:•erned, the representatives will sionaries. College
after
47
years
ion.
of
service
studen
at
ts
the,
tend the Wednesday afternoon Christian.
married Carolyn Wallis).
who; All first place winners will
inquire the address of each cus- have served as summe
Spec. Reece is a medic in session, and those whose
r mission-' compete at the KYWC
Prior to the Trainiog Union Murray PoStoffice. Postmaster tomer
last
State
as
he
enters
Lester
aries
the
Nanny
Headqu
store:
read
arters
a
letter
Company, 2nd names begin from N to Z are hour, Miss Yang, and Ks y
also Woke at the weekend Convention to be held April
of
Carl was a supervisory appraisThis information will then be meeting. Most
22of the mission- 23 in Louisvi
er with the US. Army Corps of Brigade, 4th Infantry Division included in the Thursday after- Sneed, who served as the speak- commendation written to Hen- plotted
lle.
on a map of Calloway aries showed slides of the
places
er's BSU sponsor to introduce don by Postmaster General Wil- County
noon session.
Engineers at Louisville until near Pleiku.
and a line drawn to and people of their countri
He received his BA: degree
es.
These two sessions are neces- her to the church, were the ton Blount of Washington, D. C the store
he retired in 1967. He had some
under sufvey. A map
The girls were given a tour
Postmaster Nanny presented
Hosts for the district meeting
surgery at that time which was from Baylor University in 1967. sary dug to the large attend- dinner guests in the home of
will
be
prepar
of
ed
Hendo
the
for
each store
n with a plaque commeGeorgetown campus and held at the new J.
ance at the Story Hour sessions. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham,
pretty rough.
U. Bevil
a
copy
of
which
were
will be made
morating his years of service at
honored with a tee in the Mental Retardation
the host family for the week.
Center were
available to the cooperating president's home. The
the local postoffice.
activities the' Mayfield and the Mayfield
All In all, Carl and his wife
were closed with a Sunday Community
Superintendent of Mails G. store manager.
have had a difficult time of it
Woman's Clubs.
The purpose of the survey is morning worship service
B.
Jones made a short talk and
at the Twenty-seven first district clubs
She will appreciate any letters
to
determine the area in the John L. Hill chapel with
Hendo
n
expres
sed
his
appreci
partici
atDr.
pated in the meeting.
or messages from friends here
ion to the group for what they city of Murray and in Calloway Roy Wyatt, missionary to CoAccompanying the contestants
We don't know her exact -addCounty
from
lumbia
,
which
as
had
the
each
meant
Mauric
grospeake
e
to
Wilson
him
r.
during his
He is from Murray were Mrs. Don
of Murray
ress but you could cell Mrs
draws its customers. now home on furlough and Keller,
years iof employment at the cery
president of the Murray
Marshall Garland and find out Route Three was injured in an
Neighb
LOS
serving
orhood
ANGEL
ES
as
groceri
(UPI)
postoff
a
automo
es
lee.
—
will
Fees
profes
bile
Pictur
alsor at the Woman's Club, and Mrs. Don
es were made
accident Sunday
if you wish to contact her
*Step Sykes, assistant post,- so be surveyed but on store- Southern Baptist Theological Hunter, contest chairm
morning about 9:80 on HighwaY Parker has purchased 320 acan.
owner interview basis only.
res in Boone County, Ky., as
Seminary, Louisville.
miller. —
Geed luck to Mr. and Mrs. Carl 94 East.
The
the
site
Geogra
of
an
phy
$18
Depart
Wilson
Those
million aattending were Mr.
ment
was treated for lacer*Stout.
and Mrs. Nanny, Mr. and Mrs. of Murray State University reations at the emergency room musement park
quests
"To
the
serve
the
suppor
presen
t of all shopt age'' Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Hendon,
of the Murray-Calloway County
Geed health is a treasure.
Parker, star of the "Daniel will be the theme of the annual Mr.
Hospital and released, according
and Mrs. Cleo Sykes, Mr. pers in this Urban Geography
Boone" television series, mid district meeting of the Women
Gradua
te
Semina
r Survey.
': and Mrs...Norman Klapp, Mr.
We hear of young Calloway to the hospital officials.
the park will include an indoor Society of Christian Service
of and Mrs. Ralphael Jones, Mr.
The injured man was taken Sports
*County men returning to Viet
arena,
23
major
rides
the
Paris District which will and Mrs. Randolph Story, Mr.
Nam after having served • year to the hospital by a Max H. and attractions and a theater. be held Thursd
ay at First Unit- and Mrs. Hafton Garner, Mr.
there. We do not like this po- Churchill Funeral Home ambu- The park is scheduled for com- ed Methodist Church
in Paris, and Mrs. Buel Donelson, Mrs.
licy of the Armed Forces and lance.
pletion in 1971.
Tenn.
Women of Murray and Cal- Church. Rev Mazak was a conChristine Southard, and Pete
believe it is wrong.
loway County joined in the an- sultant in setting up the EleThe theme is a line from the Farley.
nual celebration of the World mentary Tutoring Program at
hymn of Charles Wesley, "A
a young man serves for a
A few tickets are still avail, Day of Prayer at First Christ- Austin School and is now acting
Charge to Keep I Have."
Year, that should be enough.
able for the afternoon style ian Church Friday, March 7.
as one of the volunteer tutors.
Registration for the meeting
show to be presented March 18
Rev. William Porter, pastor
will begin at 900 a.m., with
He is also acting as temporI.. 6. Curd comes in and tells
at one p.m. in the Murray Wo- of the host church, extended ary chairman for the inter-faith
the program to begin at 9:30.
us about an old barn he tore
man's Clubhouse There will al- greetings and commendation to group of citizens interested
Adjournment will be at noon,
in
down. The barn is 107 years
so be an evening show at 7:30 those assembled. In her open- bringing the light of the Christfollowed with a sack lunch. A
old and is put together with
p.m.
ing remarks Mrs. Corbit Far- ian gospel to bear upon the
nursery will be open.
By ROBERT CRABS!
31, San Diego, Calif., Bucher's
square headed nails and woodThese shows this year are less, local president of Church (Conti
The featured speaker will be
nued on Pam Eight)
CORONADO, Calif. (UPI) — executive officer.
en pins.
presented by the Music Depart- Women United, presented the
Miss Virginia Pickarts, i misThe Pueblo skipper poured out
Bucher did credit Murphy sionary to
ment
of the Murray Woman's theme and purpose of the proSierra Leone, West
Originally the barn was located his hatred for North Korea be- with devising the only practical Africa, who is
Club. The department has spon- gram,
currently on a
James B. Shekell of Murray sored the show for several
east of Providence and in 1900 fore the Navy Court of Inquiry. escape plan worked out in cap- year's furlough.
The speaker for the occasion
A report will
"These people are just basi- tivity, although it was never also
*hick Tobe Allbritten moved it
was Rev. Stephen Mazak, Jr.,
be given on "inter-city" Route Three, age 44, died sud- years.
cally
cruel
used.
denly
and
Bucher
Monday at 12:30 p.m. at
to its present location on Mcbrutal savages,"
was questioned work of the Memph
Four stores- are introducing pastor of Ltnmanuel Lutheran
is Conferearlier by the court on reports ence, and
4Oullough Creek. The wooden Cmdr. Lloyd M. Bucher said.
a memorial service his home. He had been in poor their latest spring fashions. The
Today
the court's five admir- of personality clashes with Mur- will be
tpin is still sound as a dollar
held for deceased mem- health since suffering injuries afternoon show will feature
in an automobile accident Nov- styles from Littleton's
about eight inches long and a als begin questioning Bucher phy.
bers.
and
about
the capture of his espionHarvey's only question about
little ever an inch in diameter
Campus Casual. Dessert and
Two more persons have filed
Mrs. Dennis Page. Memphis ember 25, 1966, near
Tenn.
The nails are square headed age ship Jan. 23, 1968 and the the Pueblo's dperations before Conference President,
coffee
as candidates for Calloway
will
be served for both
will
at.
failure to complete destruction her capture involved the .50
Shekell had been employed shbws. The stores will
and about four inches long.
County offices subject to the
tend the meeting and install
give door
of its secret documents
caliber machineguns mounted newly
primary election in May.
elected district officers. as an inspector with the Mur- prizes and tickets are USX).
A
Secret Session
on the vessel shortly before she Mrs. Aaron
ray Division of the Tappan Comtwo
car
collisi
The wooden pin is made of
on was inThe ,evening show will pre
Charles Hale has filed for
Steele of Paris, Dissailed on her last mission.
vestigated by the ,Murray Po- the office
pany for the past ten years. He sent fashions- from
White Oak and still so tough
trict President, will preside.
of .tax commissioner
The Place
"It
Bucher
was
lice
was
a
Depart
imposs
testifi
membe
ible
ment
es in open court
r of the Elm Grove and Mademoiselle Shop.
to fire
last night at for Calloway County. He
-.41 almost turns a pocket knife.
Societies who have completed
The seven o'clock
is curthis morning. The court goes them accurately," Bucher said, the year's
Baptist Church.
on North 15th rently serving in
stores have selected their own
Guidelines will be rethis office. He
into secret session during af- "unless you fired only a single cognized.
Street, according to the report is marrie
The Murray man was induct- models.
All local presidents
d
to the former Eva
ternoon, summoning the 41- shot at a time. The mounts were are asked
ed into the U.S. Army on June
Tickets may be obtained from filed by the investigating of- Grogan and they have two chilto sit in a body.
year-old Navy commander and flimsy, and they vibrated when
A book room will display cur- 2, 1943, with his triplet bro- Mrs. Vernon Shown, Music De- ficers. No injuries were report- dren, Steve and Angela.
Communications Technician 1. the firing began."
ed.
thers, John A. and Joseph C. partment
rent literature.
Huel (WhimpY) Jones, now
chairman, Mrs. C. C.
Joe Doran is now associated C. Donald R. Peppard, 31, BreMembers of the Wesleyan Ser- Shekell. They all served in Lowry, style show chairman, Cars involved were a 1963 serving as jailer, has filed
for
Chevro
World
let
two
War
door
11.
hardto
p
with Reece's Men's shop as a merton, Wash.
drivice Guild of the district will
Mrs. James Kline, ticket chairreelection to this office. During
Peppard had record-keeping
ven
by
The
Samue
deceas
l
E.
ed
Price
is
salesman. Joe was formerly the
of
surviv
Barhold their annual meeting at
ed by man, Mrs. James Rudy Allbrithis term of office a new jail
manager of Leach's Music & duties in the Pueblo's electronic
7:30 p.m. Thursday, also at his wife, Mrs. Marie Cunning- ten or at the participating stor low Route One, and a 1968 was built at the corner
of North
espion
Chevro
age
let
ham
unit.
Shekel
two
He
door
l,
was
one
hardto
son, Larry es. The public is urged
in
p dri- 3rd and Walnut
Joe is married to the forthe Paris church. Miss Pauline
.
to at- ven by Mary Angela
Streets by the
Shekell, age eleven, his par- tend.
Ripper
*lier Kay Hale and she is a charge of the personnel records
ban
Turner
of
Martin
Callow
,
The
Distric
Murray
ay
t Guild ents,
County Fiscal Court.
-Calloway County
of Brandenburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shestudent at Murray State Uni- of the ship's intelligence sect- Shrine Club held
Jones and his wife moved into
its monthly 3ecretary, will preside.
ion — records the North KoPolice said the Ripperban car
kell, all of Murray Route Three,
versity.
fellow
ship breakfast at the
was going south on North 15th the living quarters in the jail
one sister, Mrs. Melba Todd,
Joe invites all of his friends reans captured intact.
Struggling to keep his emo- Southside Restaurant on SunStreet attempting to make a building in March of 1968. PreCovey Drive, Murray; four broto stop by and see him at
tions in check, Bucher testified day at 9:30 am.
left turn onto Olive Boulevard. viously the county jail h a d
thers, Treman Clint Shekel], JoReece's.
Those attending were Sgt.
for about five hours Monday,
Police said -she started to turn been in the basement of the
seph C. Shekell, and Clifford
m3stly about his efforts to hold and Mrs. Claude Welch, Mr.
left, but had to stop for on- Calloway County Court House.
Funeral services for Mrs Freeman Shekell, all of Detroit, The funeral services for Ed- coming
the Pueblo crew together dur- and Mrs. Edsel Beale of Bentraffic. She backed her
Mich.,
and
John
A.
Shekel
l
of gar St. John of Fort Wayne,
ing its 11-month captivity. He ton, Mr. and Mrs. Freed Co- Leola Waldrop Chunn were 417 South 8th Street, Murray.
car and hit the Price car parkInd.,
held
former
today
ly
them,
at
of
Callow
two
Mr.
ay
and
p.m.
Mrs.
at
the
Milton
read many of the answers from
ed up to the curb headed west
The funeral services have County, will
be held Wednes- on*Nor
palled Press latorsallinsal
a sheaf of typewritten notes, Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Don Rob- chapel of the J. H. Churchill been scheduled for two p.m.
th 15th Street, according
day
at
Funera
two
l
p.m.
Home
inson
at
the
Hazel
and
with
son,
Bro Fred Wednesday
Larry, Mr. and
with his civilian attorney. E.
at the Elm Grove Church of Christ with Bro. o the police report.
Charm
and
Bro.
Mrs.
James
Willia
m E. Moffett, Mr.
Shock- Baptist Church
* United Press International Miles Harvey, asking the questDamage was reported to the
with Rev. W. A. Charlie Sweatt officiating.
and Mn. Norman Klapp, and ley officiating.
The midweek lenten service
Mostly cloudy with widely ions.
eft rear quarter panel of the
Farmer officiating.
Pallbe
arers
were Prentice
scattered snow flurries today,
Bucher said the anti-Ameri- ;.7ol. Jack Blackwell.
Pallbearers will be Walton Pallbearers will be Zelna price car, but no damage was will be held at the Immanuel
Shockl
ey,
Joe Shockley, Bill
high in the upper 201 west to can indoctrination of North KoFarris, Herbert Alexander, Bon- reported to the Ripperban car. Lutheran Church, 15th and
Boyd, Burr Waldrop, Hugh Wal- Pulkerson, Milton Outland, CarlMain Streets, on Wednesday,
mid 30s east. Clear and cold reans starts at childhood, and
nie St. John, Sam Warren, Keith
ton
Outlan
d,
Keys
Keel,
Solon
drop,
and Maurice Humphrey.
March 12, at 7:30 p.m.
Erickson, and Ewing Gibson. Intonight, low in the teens to low told of seeing movies in which
Bucy,
and
Artie
Cunni
ngham
.
Interment was in the Murray
-The Burdens of Canaan" will
20s, Mostly fair Wednesday and children would say: "I want to
Burial will be in the El terment will be In the Hazel
Cemetery with the arrangebe the theme of the sermon by
a little warmer.
Cemetery with the arrangekill an American when I grow
Grove
Cemete
ry
with
the
at
ments by the J. H. Churchill
the pastor, Rev. Stephen Maup."
rangements by the J. H. Chur ments by the Miller Funeral
Funeral Home.
List of Names
Rentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 354.1,
chill
Funera
l
Home
where fri Home of Hazel where friends Cy Miller of Hazel returned to sak, Jr.
Mrs.
Chunn
,
age
87,
of
Lawmay call.
Bucher read the court a list
tL 0.4; below dam 900.5, down
DONG TAM, VIETNAM (AHends may call.
his home on Saturday after
1 V.
of names of five officers and TNC) — Army Private First renceville, Ill., died in a hospiSt. John, age 68, died Satur- having been a
tal there on Saturday.
1900K STUDY
patient at the
enlisted men who showed mark- Class Al K. Parker, 20, son of
day
at Fort Wayne. He is sur- Western Baptist
Survivors are a daughter,
Hospital, PaBarkley Lake: 7 a.m. 3542, ed skill at outwitting the North Mr. and Mrs. Loyd K. Parker,
ONE
CITED
vived by his wife, Mrs. Ruby ducah.
Mrs. Virgil Lambert, three sisThe Olga" Hampton WMS of
up 0.2; below dam 306.6, up Koreans and another list of Route 5, Murray, Ky., was asClifton St. John; two daughters,
ters, Mrs. A. M. Alexander, Mrs.
Miller had to have a graft on the Sinking Springs Baptist
15.
men who showed "strong mili- signed to the 93rd Engineer
Mrs. Keith Erickson and Mks his left leg-.
Ralph Holcomb, and Mrs. Wade
He also had calcium Church will have a book study
One person was cited by the
tary leadership."
Battalion February 5 near Dong Davis;
five brothers, H. T., John Murray Police Department for Betty St. John; one son, Jimmy deposit in this leg His leg will on "In Aloha Land" at the
Sunrise 4:14, sunset 6-00.
The only Pueblo officer whose, Tam, Vietnarr",as an engineer. Ed,
St.
John;
two
sisters
,
Wesley, H. C., and Clancey driving while intoxicated this
Mrs. Rebel be in a cast for eight weeks.
church at seven pm. tonight
Moen rose 1:48 a.m.
name did not appear on either
His wife, Shere, lives at 412 Waldrop,
The Hazel man operates the (Tuesday) with link -Lloyd Corand one grandson, morning at 3.35, according to Gibson and Mrs. Flossie Miller;
list was Lt. Edward R. Murphy, South 12th, Murray.
two
brother
s,
Cuspar
James Chunn Lambert.
d and Bow- Miller Funeral Home and the nell as the guest teacher. All
the citation report.
man St. John; one grandchild Hazel Dry
members of the church are mCleaners.
;
4
sated to attend.
.-Amassistereravow'aTTwimptorsromovei
r-.,
, .
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Robert E. Reece
Story Hour Will
Serves Near Pleatu Be At Library

Maurice Wilson
Is Injured Sunday

wanese.

Fess Parker Buys
Boone County Land

Tai-

L C. Hendon Survey To Be Made
In Local Groceries
Honored Here

To Serve
Present Age,
WSCS Theme

Pueblo Skipper Pours Out . .
Hatred For North Koreans

Tickets Available
For Style Show
At Club House

Women Of City, County
Join In Event On Friday

J. B. Shekell
Dies Suddenly
At His Home

Two Car Collision
Investigated By
Murray Police

puryear,

Two Persons
File, Office

Joe Doran Is Now
With Reece's Store

'TV.

Breakfast Held By
Local Shrine Club

Funeral Held Today
For Mrs. Chunn

Rites Planned For
Edgar St. John

RATHER REPORT

Lenten Service At
Lutheran Church

Al K. Parker Is
Now At Dong Tam

Cy Miller Returns
Home From Hospital
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Maxtor David Lee, Dexter; Me
LIN& Boyd. 1004 &up St,lbw
rtlausititio by LEDGER a TIMES PUSLISMDiG COMPANY,
ray; Lonnie West, Rte, 1, 14m.
hie.. Oonseillation elf the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Timm and adults 106
vil114 Mrs. Demos McChrg,0111.
The Thaes-Earald. October 30. 110E and the Wed Kenbacklan. Nursery 4
I. sal; Mrs. Katie GeffM,
January 1. 1912.
Mardi S, 111411
Rte. $a; Ike 179, Murray; Wilms
108 N. lib $hwa. Murray. iteatoaky USfi
Ganda% Rte. 5, Murray; 7teg
We= C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER —
Pemba. Rte. 1, Haul; Mra.
ADIURSIONS
Gracie lean (Expired% Rte. 6,
We reeorwo the right to reject any Adverusing. Lctiers to Um Mex.
Mrs. Joyce Compton, Rte. 1, Murray.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion. are not for the MR
Dover, Yenn,; Bobby Hays, 805,
interest of our readers.
Vine St., Murray; Miss Anita Admits 110
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACR WITMER CO., 1140 Thomas,
Rte. 2, Murray; Miss Nursery 7
Madman Nee.. Memphis. Tenn . Time h Lde Bids.. New Tort, N.Y.,
March 6, 1969
Clara
Yourg,
406 No. Ilth St.,
StephensonB1..Detroit, Mich.
Murray; Herman Wicker, 306
ADMISSICt4S
Rntered at the Post Office, Murray. Esettaseky. for trainmen= se No. Sta St, Murray; Mrs. MarSecond Class Mader
gret GMY, Embassy Apt. Apt.
Mrs. Ella Kee, $10 Poplar
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: Ity Carrier In Murray. per week NM, per D.S. Murray; Ramie Bowerman
month $1.10. In .4aaiioway and adjoining counties. per year. MAO; 1615 Ryas Ave., Murray; Master Murray; Rollie Miller, len Lech
Zones
1. ULM: eamettere $13.00 AU service subscriptions MAX Bobby Higbee, Rte. 1, Benton; Lomaad Dr, Murray; Mrs. DimMrs. Mimed Henciersoa, Rte. ple Capps, Haag; Mrs. Joan
-The Ometandeag Clue mosteracarmaratr is the
5, Beaton; James Pridemore, Wilma, 306 So. 91h St., Murray;
Integrity a he Neseipspie
306 So. 16th St., Murray; Master Hoyt McCall:a, Rte. 2, Murray;
Timothy Henderson, Rte. 1, Al- Mrs. Barbara Hendrix & Baby
mo; Mrs. Phyllis Brandon, 521 Girl, Rte. 6, Msrialy; Baby Boy
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-.Murray;
So, 13th St., Murray, Mrs. Hilda Gley, Embassy
AJ1cma, 505 So. 7th St., Murray; Baby 13oy Brandon, S21 So. 131b
Murray; Mrs. May Crocker,
Eddie Davis, 514 So. 7th St.. Mur- St.
pl
'
rystr. Tam.;
William how.
ray; Jobe Cdagles,626 EWs Dr,
Rte.
3,
Murray;
Joe Outhad,
Vey IJNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
"Murray; Mrs. Novdla Hurt, Rte.
3, Puryear, Tem.; Mrs. Laura 09 Hamilton Ave., Murray; Praeger, 111 50.12th St., Murray;
Thompson, Rte. 1, Almo; Mies
Jessie Flora, 1618 Magnolia
MEMPHIS, Tenn — Mrs. Martin Luther King Jr., Halal Lassiter, 109 So, 100 St.,
Marray:
saying she would have opposed the death penalty for Murray; Miss Ruth Todd, 500
Walnut, Murray, Mrs. Lottie GaJames Earl Ray, confessed slayer of her husband:
DIOMESALS
"The death penalty for the man who pleaded gulltY rner, 719 Murray Crt. Murray;
to the crime would be contrary to the deeply held moral
-Claes Cede*, 1809 Collage
DISMISSALS
and religious convictions of my husband"
um Rd., Murray; Mrs. trees
Osro Butterworth, Rte.2, Mur- Based, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs. Si
CORONADO, Calif. — Pueblo skipper dmdr Lloyd
ray; Mrs. Virginia Motheral,Ly- Wells, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. I/trBucher, expressing his feelings about North Koreans
nnville, Sherman Young, Rte. 5, uth Hale, 1612 College Farm Rd.
Mho held him and his crew in captivity for almost a year: Benton,
Mrs. Sharon CoLson,Rte. Murray; Master James Cothran,
These people are just basically cruel and brutal 5, Murray;
Johnny Carroll, Ha- Rte. 5, Benton; Mrs. Etta Dick;
savages,"
le's Tn. Crt„ Murray; Mrs. Rte. 6, Murray; Miss Clara"LuRachel Davis, Rte. 2, Wingo; u" Young(Eire,406 No. 8th
CA.ERO — Egyptian War Minister Mohamed nerd, 14. Barber Rogers, 1635 Olive, Murray:
Invoking the name of slain chief of gaff Moneim Rind, Murray; Mrs. Glena Rumfelt, The tallest smoke stack in the
in a directive to his armed forces calling for "maximum" 210 So. 15th St., Murray; Mrs. world, towering 1,200 feet above
hatred for Israel:
Ruby Bray, Rte. 1, Murray;Mrs. grade at a power station in
"Let Riad% death be the fuel that keeps aflame otir Annie Robertson & Baby Girl, Cresap, W. Va., has its top 40
Gen. Del. , Murray; Miss Linda feet lined with /10.000 pounds of
spirit of vamisaace."
Page, 1108 Poplar St. Murray; nickel stainless steel to provide
corrosion resistance.
1031110 — Pekin Ra440 warning-0
We awn
not to covet Red Chinese 'erritery.
wiffe mos asystmingetAtr :.-7.,ars that if you
Miff
yule Chinese unitary and provoke the Chirusse people,
you are facing fatal den:ruction."
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by United Press Intornatkowil
Today is Tuesday, March II,
the 70th day of 1989 with 280
to follow.
The moon is in its last quarter.
The morning sitars are Meecury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are lienus,
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1888, more than 200 persons died as a violent stowstorm crippled New York City.
The storm lasted four days.
In 1930, the body of William
Elowird Taft was buried in the
National Cemetery at Arliagton.
In 1941, President Franklin,
D. Roosevelt signed the contro-,
venial lend-lease bill, giving
nations fighting the Axis powers military equipment.
In 1959, the Senate approved
Hawaii as the.50th state.
A thought for the day —
Union leader Sidney Hillman
said, "Politics is the science of
how who gets what, when and
why."

Quotes From The News

NEEDS NOBLES •
LONDON UP!. An American
Venturer in a rent-a-noble trade
says business is so good he can't
meet the demand. George Egee's
Noble Directors Agency charges
up to $2,600 a year for the
use
of British Lords' names to promote various products.
"Right now I need a marquess
willing to help promote a rgew
Scotch whisky and a golf-play*
peer to identify himself with a
sports equipment firm," Egee
said.

saw

-4

Bible Thoughtfor Today

"Deox-A1)11
,

45_2
RusiumG OUT nit pog Fighting in Bien Rua. South Vietnam.
South Vietnamese Rangcis lay sow* tow to bullet-scarred building in the village
and I lower march captaireci
North Vietnamese soldiers away.

Gipson of Mayfield to Delis D. Clak lamwesce
Gipson and Margaret Id. Gipson
of Paducah; lot in Pine Bluff .C.EW YORK (UPI) - The
And it shall come to pass, that whomever shall
Health Insurance Institute urges
Shores Subdivision.
call
on the name of the Lewd shall be delivered
Lucy Ernstberger, Lustrous that you check your disability • Today thru Wed.
. —Jeel 2:32.
D. 11. Thomas to D. U. Thominconie insurance to make sure
There is no discrimination with Clod. He is available
as and Mattie Thomas; 21 acres Culver, Sonia Henderson, and your
to every man for salvation, deliverance and
coverage is in line with curHarold G. Ernstberger to Ray
strength.
in Calloway County,
MAURICE
rent earnings and living expenses. JAMES DEBB
Billy Joe Ullerback and Nancy Jones and Bonnie C. Jones; lot
GARNER REYNOLDS RONET
This
is
important,
In
Dexter.
says
the
InRuth Utterbick to Joe H. Spann
James R. Hamilton and Jean stitute, for income levels have
lot in Murray,
James Grooms and Youlauda S. Hamilton to Fulton Young Rea- risen 8o rapidk in recent ears
Technicolor'
Parahnsione-f
Grooms to Daniel J3illiagton and lty, Inc.; lot on U. S. Highway641 that •peatection purchased a few
LEDGER
TIMESFUl
yeas-tag°'may now be unrealistic.
Rebecca Blllington; 24.38 acres and Candlellte Drive.
Bobby R. Manning and Fay
on Highway 893,
Daniel Billington and Rebecca Manning to Jesse D. Futrell and
By Abigail Van Buren
Rooert L. Gibbons of Springville, Tenn., died March
Billington to James U, Grooms Wanda F. Futrell, lot on Dodson
8 at SpringvUle, Tenn. He is a native of Calloway County.
DEAR ABBY: Fifteen years ago when I became pregnant and Youlanda Grooms ; property Street.
The Murray Lions and Lionesses met yesterday at
Ray B. Brownfield and Geneva
out of wedlock. I pleaded with the man responsible for my on Highway 891.
the Kirksey School with the dinner being served by the
0. Brovrnfteld to City of Murray;
Jerry
Roberts
and
Linda
Robcondition to marry me He did, and I've regretted that day
Luxurious Living at Economy Prices
Wadesboro Homemakers Club Mrs. Howard 0111a, Mrs.
erts to William Joseph Him and deed to portion of property and
ever since.
Bob Gass, Mrs. Joe Dick, and Mrs. Richard Farrell preRuth Heallicatt Hina; lot in Mea- easement for water and sewer
Nest Door to Holiday Inn
My husband has Dever really accepted me or loved me or
ID 753-3644
lines on property on Johnny Robsented the program.
cbeland
the son I gave him. He has mistreated us badly, and is still so
ertson
Road.
Mies Clara Eagle, head of the Art Department, Murers
Airborne Dicruel and critical of the boy that I fear one day he will run
viellen
alliii
ray State College, was the speaker at the meeting of
,V) Campbell, to Mrs.
away from home.
Evans and
1thLucy family; road
the Sagma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
WARMS BACKSIDE
I'm writing this letter in hopes it will prevent some young rights to and from Evans CemeSelf employed people in Calloway County, sheepgirl from making the mistake I made. .Every boy needs a tery and vicinity.
makers, farmers, professional workers, and others, are
father, and much as I love my son. I'm not so sure he wouldn't
Bobbie Garrison to Junior Gaabout to get some federal tax relief, it appears. They
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, England
are have been better off had I put him up for adoption. Some good, rrison; lot in Wbitnell Estates,
UPI - Mickey Winter says he wito be allowed to make deductions up to specified limits
responsible, childess couple who really wanted a baby could
Wilburn Jones and Irene Jones ll think
twice in tuture standing
for money they put away each year into their retire— THIS WEEK
of Wichliffe to Russell Badgett with
have given him the home and love he needed and deserved
'
S SPECIAL
his back to an open fire.
ment or pension funds.
and
Rhea
Badgett
Grand
of
Riv"REGRETS"
"I shan't be able to sit down
ers; 271/2 acres in Calloway Co- comfortabl
y for a week," WinDEAR REGRETS: Regret is the caster of We. Quit unty.
ter said Sunday night, after he
poniabog yourself. We have se way if knowing whether
Lois I. Miller to Sue Miller had been
treated at a local hospitamuser corm of action would have bees better or worse. Tuttle; lot in Poplar Heights al and
released. "there is nothWay mother; [widows.,Mr inieenee I have raised childree Addition.
ing more unpleasant than to have
LEDGER•TIMES PILE
Louise Scarbrough to Robert your shirt
witkeist fathers sad have lad me regrets.
tails on fire."
E. Rickman and Mary L. Rickman;
141
2
acres
on
Murray
We Do Men
Boyd'
s Shirts
DEAR ABBY: Re that letter from the 19-year-old working
Murray is one of four cities in Kentucky to be
agirl who started giving a 53-year-old married co-worker a peck sville Road,
FREE
warded a certificate of merit by the National Fire ProPICKU
P
ac
DELIVERY
Sam Miller to Granville PierGETS BITTEN
on the cheek in return for rides to and from work, and then had
tection Association, International, for educational
son and. Veronica Pierson; lot
ac102 N. 5th Street
a terrible time getting him to stop after one kiss
tivities conducted during Fire Preskintion Week
Phone 751-4542
in Center Ridge Subdivision,
last
You told her. "Nothing-,is free Find another way to get to
October, Chief W. 0. Spencer revealed today.
John Wayne Clines and Gailya
MANCHESTER, England UPI and from work, or pay cash for your transportation Also cut A1111 Clines to George E. Over- Harold Bridges paid nearly
Murray High School beat Synisonia and Tilghman
150,out the kissing and kiss off this old lecher for good."
downed Sedalia in the • regional basketball tournam
bey, Jr., and Jacquelyn O'Neill 000 for exclusive salmon-fishing
enL
Abby,
in
my
opinion
you
Overbey;
overlooked
lot in Kingswojd Sub- rights along a mile and a quarter
Hargis hit_ for 15 for Murray.
an obvious fact The
stretch of the river Luneand didDr. and Mrs. ft. M. Mammon announce the engagement girl was the aggressor, and this poor man might have
Affidavitt of descent of H. L. n't get a bite all year.
interpreted her pecks om the cheek as an invitation. So why
of their daughter, Marilyn, to Lt. Comm. Gaylord
ForParker, died October 4, 1960,
shouki HE be labeled "an old lecher" for trying to get more'
rest USN.
to Essie Phillips Parker, Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Douglaas of Lynn Grove will celeLEN
Parker Tuft, Lynn Parker, Frabrate their golden wedding anniversary on March
DEAR LEN: If I liver-looked anythisg, it was to say that nk Parker, Jack Parker, Sue
13 at
the home of their daughter, Mrs. Kenton Miller.
litlle girls who are taught to pay if favors with kisses should Parker Wilkerson, Ruby Jo Par.E
;
11 ----•
unlearn that lessen before they get iota serious tremble. A kiss ker Leslie, and Annie Parker 11166
Is met always "just a kiss." It Is sometimes silly the begiaeleg. Darnell.
Hazel Parker Tutt and other
Aad my apologies for ealllog the ems as ele lecher. Fifty-three
heirs to Rudy Lovett and GwenMast Md.
dolyn Lovett; four acres at Pen- 'lens*
ny.
DEAR ABBY: May I have equal time to reply to the
James 11. Grooms and B. Youperson who said he had more respect for thelotay-at-horne lanai Grooms to Donald
B. Hunbeliever than the church-going hypocrite?
ter, Bettye G. Hunter, Kenneth 'ea.*
The church-going hypocrite should certainly continue going E. Harrell, and Elleo W. Harrell,
to church. At least he's in a good place for some Godliness to 60.73 acres on South Pleasant
Grove and Hazel Road.
rub off on him.
Hermon 0. Thompson of DetroThose of us who try to live our faith know the difference
when we haven't been to church We all need direction and it, Mich., to Grayson McClure
inspiration to help us behave Some think that as long as they and Aline McClure; lot in Pam..
don't steal, murder, or commit adultery they are "good" ems Shores Subdivision,
Herbert L. Matto:, Jr., and
people But there are plenty of things we do every day that are
Mabel Matto: of Montgomery,
wrong and hurtful We all need admonition to repent and
Ala., and Craig James Matto:
improve We also need the association of others of like faith to. of West Palm
Beach, Fla., to
bolster our own
Henry S. Rogaczewski and Helen
Abby, don't allow people to believe they don't need church Rogaczewski of Chicago,
Ill.; 5.2
jut because they look good next to the hypocrite. How do they acres on Snipe Creek embayment LATE FOI SCNOOt Rusty
leek alongside a sincere, dedicated churchgoer?
Setnveiliiirt, one of the 8of Kentucky Lake,
Easg To Love 'IC,
John E. Garland to Convenient year-old twin sons of Apollo
B L. WILKINSON, CLINTON, ILL.
Esther Williams. Van Johnson Tony Martin
Industries of America, Inc., Lou- k astronaut FtussellSchwelk•
Everybody has • problem.. What's yore? For a perineal isville; three lots in J. N. Ryan all, jumps into the fully
station wagon on hbe way
reply write to Abby, Res SOW Los Angeles. Cal., 90809 and Industrial Subdivision.
NEW NASA °OFF President ?town talks with fir Thorns.
Yewell Harrison and Crystal
sghool in Seabrook, Ti',,.,
stamped, self-addregood envelope
enelese
Paine i right i at the White House after appointing Paine
Harrison of Lexington, Twin. to after watching hix father in
head of the National Aeronautics and Spa,4- Adirlb14fr1FOR ABBY'S 1141BKLET, "MOW TO RAVE A LOVIMY Howard U. Leech and Emma Lou outer spore on television.
All
11011
Paine
De
;administrator of NASA
bern
WING," SEND WM TO AIRY, ROI Mee. LOS Leech of Mayfield, lot in Callo- childrep of the three-man
•
sine, the retirement a Jantel4 Webb List
ANGELES, CAI, Mese
crew were bite for school beway County.
John Gipson and Dorothy L.
cause of the teleraid
Land
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United Press International
day is Tuesday, March 11,
70th day of 1969 with 205
Alow.
ie moon is in its last quar-

THE LEDGER & TIKES

'Baseball Expansion Teams
Are Better Than Expected

MURRAi, KENTUCKY
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JOE FRAZIER WILL Kentucky Rolls Over Vols;
DEFEND TITLE ON "Pistol Pete" Breaks Record
APRIL 5, HOUSTON

By FRED DOWN
Jones, obtained from the
UPI Sports Writer
tors in the draft, was the
By RABUN MATTHEWS
Saterday night, trouncing runnerThe Kearns Cray Royals and
impressive of the three
he major leagues three other
up and NIT bound Tennessee, 84with three hitless innATLAN
TA
UPI
The
1968-69 69; and Florida, also headed for
expansion teems may not be
Southea
stern Conference basket- the NIT after its third place
NEW YORK UPI - Joe Frazier
panties after all.
First Leas
finwill defend his share of the worl ball season is historyAmicient ials, got 27 points from Neal Walk
Oneweek of training doesn't The Padres suffered their
heavyweight title against Dave history. It goes back as long as to whip Alabama, 73-60, The
Mike a season, of course, but first loss in exhibition play
Cri"The Animal" Zyglevricz in Ho- there was a conference, a Univ- mson Tide, dropping its 15th in
who would have thought the when the Clanked Indians
a
four newly fanned teams would
ersity
uston,
of
Kentuck
Texas
and
y
Adolph
on
April
5asa tunerow, ended the season 4-20.
a 5-4 victory at Thema,
have a combined 114 record Adz. Pitcher Dick Kelley'
Rupp.
up
for
his
showdown with Jimmy
Wizard "Pistol " Pete Mam.
and .731 winning percentage at throwing error, permitting
And, it looks like history is ric
Ellis,
9hX 58 in LSU's final game,
the
this stage el the what?
But Yancey Durham,Frazier's going to repeat itself, at least a
Indiana to wore the go-ahead
triumph over Georgia in
The Royals, who completed a run in the seventh Lining, was
manager, insists that he is not for another year.
double overtime. Maravich need1941, President Franklin,
Although no one is ready to ed 49 points to break his own
eep el ti Wash- the key play of the gams.
looking forward to a fight with
;oosevelt signed the contro-41
4="1111.11enaleas with a 4-0 vieEllis until Ziggy is out of the way. concede the 1969-70 crown to season scoring record, set last
Ken Harrelson, George Scott
ial lend-lease bill. giving
tory at Pompano Beach, FL., and Jerry Noses hit homers in
The bout will be held in the Kentucky, the Wildcats appear year st 43.8 points per game.
3ns fighting the Axis powMonday are &owing the way a four-run eighth inning that
Houston Coliseum and televised as menacing as they have been He averaged 44.2 this year,scornilitary equipment.
with a 4-1 record in isxhiibtion carried the Bon Red Sox
live on Saturday afternoon on in recent years.
to
ing 1.148 in 26 games, Saturday
1950, the Senate approved
games. The San Diego Padres a 74 triumph over the N e w
the American Broadcasting Com- They return four of five start- night, Maravich got 42 points
all as the.50th state.
are next with a 3-1 matt and York Metz, Billy Conigliaro,
pany's Wide World of Sports ers, all three top varsity scorers, after halftime, led 1ST from a
thought for the day —
the Montreal Expos and Seattle younger brother of Tony, hit
Program. If Frazier beats Zygle- including Dan Issel second in the 15-point deficit, scored the
in leader Sidney Hillman
TigPilate hove 2-1 slates.
his second homer in as many
wicz, he Is expected to face-Ellis SEC to LSU's Pete Maravich with ers' dial 17 regulation game
"Politics is the science of
LADY, BUT NOT FIRST—Another "invasion" of the jockey domain
The Hoye', who some experts days to tie the score for the
takes
In
nearly
place
a
the
Astrod
point
27
at
Santa
per
ome
game aver- paints, 11 of 12 in the decisive
inJune with EaAnita in Arcadia, Calif., as Tuesdee Testa
who gets what, when and
feared might be the weakest Red Sox at 3-3 in the fifth innsteps on the scales to be the first female
rl Gilliam promoting both bouts. age; Mike Casey seventh in the overtime period, and got
rider,
."
then boots Oallaruah home dead last,
'of the expansion teams, dealt ing. It was the Meta' third
his
then smilingly returns to the scales.
straSEC
Frazier and Durham left for
at 19.4; and Mike Pratt, 11th two Meal points at the buzzer
Ole Senators their fourth etre- ight loss.
Houston on Tuesday for the offic- at better than 17 pointsper game. on a 10-foot fallaway hook shot.
, tight loss under Manager Ted
Buddy Bradford's 12th-inning
ial announcement of the signing. In fact observers say the four- LSU's record ended at 13-13;
Williams behind the combined homer lifted the Chicago
GeNEEDS NOBLES
LEDGER
White
Commissioner Alton Erickson th returning starter, Larry Stee- orgia's at 13-12.
seven-bit pitching of Galen Cis- Sox to a 8-6 win over the
Dele,
will
of
the
be
hard
presse
Texas
d
Boxing
to start
Commission
Auburn got 21-point scoring
On. Steve Jones and Larry
Sher- troit Tigers after World Series
said that the I5-round bout will next season. Moving up to chall- from John Mengelt and Whippe
hero Mickey Lolkh allowed one
d
ONDON UPI - An American
enge
have no trouble getting sanctionfor starting varsity berths Mississippi to hold sole possess
unearned run in two innings in
turer in a rent-a-noble trade
ed as a title bout, meaning that is a freshman team that compil- ion of fourth place in the conferhis wring debut for the world
s business is so good he can't
ed
an
18-4
Frazier
record
's
this
title
season
will
be
recogni
ence;
and
zed
champi
Tpm
ons. Gary Peters, 4-13
Hagan scored
TIMES
it the demand. George Egee's
In another state. It is currently and boasts five high school all- 44 points, all but two of
last season, allowed one unthen
le Directors Agency charges
Americ
ans
recogni
one
whom
of
sed
is
in
warmNew
York,Illinois,
on field, goals, as Vanderbilt
earned run In an impressive
:o $2,600 a year for the usem
ing
the
bench.
Pennsyl
Gene
vania,
McCutcheon, Sports Editor
Maine and Mamma
three-inning outing for the
climbed into a fifth-place tie
3ritish Lords' names to pro-""
Freshman guard Kent Hollen- with Georgia by crushin
chusetts while Ellis is considerWhite Sox.
g lowly
e various products.
beck
is virtually assured a start- Mississippi State, 120-83."
ed champion by the World Boxing
Third Win
Right now 1 need a marquess
ing spot next season and others
The NIT completed its 16-field
Association.
John Hartenatein, Barry Rouing to help promote a new
team with the addition of Missou- e& and Larry Killingeworth
The 22-year-old Frazier is ex- expected to see action and challth whisky and a golf-playing
pected to receive about $75,000 enge for starting spots are 6 foot
ri Valley Conference runnerup beid the St. Louis Cardinals to
i• to identify himself with a
for the bout or a percentage of 8 center, Dan Soderbert, 6-9 forLouisville, Louisville was beaten four bits as the Pittsburgh PiAUMPT WINS SINGLES
"ts equipment firm," Egee
ward Randy Noll and forward Joby Drake, 77-73, in the confer- rate* won 6-0 for their third
ne, Kentucky Ends Up 5th the uncertain receipts.
MANILA luni — Dick Creely of
ha Parker.
ence playoff last night. Kansas win in four games. Bob RobertUntil then, Kentucky fans will Australia defeated Eddie Cruz
and Army were added to the field son, highly touted rookie fimt
of the Philippines 2-6, 4-6, 6-2,
bmemso, bomered for the Pi- NEW YORE IMP — The TJait' Sunday,
have to reminisce on this seasBy STEVE SmiLANICH
6-2, 1-3 Sunday to win the men's
day night against New Mexico
rates. ()anther Tim McCarver ed Press International final
on's 22-4 record, including 16-2
Writer
Sports
UPI
mamingles title in the Philippines •
Kansas, runner-up to champion was the only regular in the jor college basketball
State.
in SEC play, and a spot in the
ratings
NEW YORK UPI — UCLA
GAME SHIFTED _
National Open tennis tournaDayton in last year's NIT,finish- Cardinals' lineup.
North Carolina 25-3 and loswith first place votes and won- was vibcimized by slowdown tacNCAA championship tournament.
ment, Cruz tired after winning
er to UCLA, in last year's NC
ed second to colorado in the Big
On other fronts: The Phila- lost record in parentheses,
Kentuck
y's
24th
SEC championsh- the finis two
14th tics the past week but the stra- AA finals,
sets and was forcEight conference while Army, delphia Philliei defeated the and final week:
was voted the No.
ip came in the conference's 38th ed hintrat
tegy which ruined a perfect 2
unerous errors by the
team, the Tar Heels getting NEW YORK UPI - The National year.
the nation's top defensive team, Cincinnati Reds 6-1 behind the
same failed to halt the Bruins 242
Hockey
aggress
League
ive
game between the
Crealy.
points. Davidson 26-2 finallowing only 53 points a game seven-hit pitching of Grant Teams
Kentucky closed out its season
Points In their drive to complete the ished
the final balloting as the New York Rangers and the Boston
Jackson, Larry Colton, Al
1. UCLA
compiled a 16-8 record.
(34) (25-1) 340 regular campaign as the naBruins scheduled for Madison
No. 3 team.
and Bill Wilson.. Frank Fer- 2. North Carolina (25-3)
First round pairings for th
242 tion's top major college baskSanta Clara 264 was No. 4, Square Garden March 23, has
t• NIT are: Thursday night, St.Pet nandes' homer and run-coring 3, Davidson
(26-2) 227 etball power.
followed by Southeastern Con- been shifted from an evening
"The Best In Service .. . Bern ef Gasoli
er's vs. Tulsa and Florida vs. hits by Bobby Murter, John 4. Santa Clara
(25-1) 224
The Bruins, upset lent Satur- ference
ne" teem
champion Kentucky 22- game to an afternoon contest.
.Temple; Friday night, Ohio Univ. Orstno and Bill Robinson were Z. Kentucky
(22-4) 163 day night by arch rival Univer- 4,
LaSalle 23-1, Purdue 20-4, The game will begin at 2:35
werslty vs. West Texas State and the big blows of the New York 6, LaSalle
(23-1) 154 sity of Southern California, St.
John's of New York 23-5, p.m. EST and be televisednationRutgers vs. Tennessee, Saturday Yankees' 5-2 triumph over the 7. Purdue
(20-4) 153 wound up the regular season
Across from Jerry's Restaurant Phone
8. St. John's N. Y. (23-5) 109 being acclaimed United Press New Mexico State 24-3 and Du- ally.
753-9131
night, Army vs. Wyoming and Atlanta Breves.
Max Madden • We Give Treasure Chest
quesne 204.
Doug Radar tripled with the 9. New Mex. St. (24-3)
Stamps
5.
Interna
tional
South Carolina vs. Southern Illinmajor
college
47
bases filled and scored on Curt 10. Duquesne
ois; Sunday afternoon, Boston
(23-4) 44 champion for the 1988-69 by
Bleary's single u the Houston 11. Drake
(22-4) 27 unanimous consent of the UPI
College vs. Kansas and Fordham
Astros scored five runs in the 12. Colorado
(204) 22 Coaches Rating Heart.
vs.
Louisvi
lle
or
Drake.
whnecowe
fifth inning to beat the Los An- 13. Louisville
Panasroon••.
(20-4) 18
The 34 coaches participating
Ernie Powell, a senior kyrwar geles
It Marquette
Dodgers 5-2. -Dave
16 In the final balloting gave 1/11for USC, provided New Mexico Nally, a 22
-game winner for the 15: Tie
mirnous support to Coach John
State with the knowledge that Baltimore Orioles
Villanova
in 196$, was
(21-5) 15 Woode.n's team as the No. 1
,
UCLA can be beaten when his hit freely in
Boston Coll
an intrasgue.I
(21-3) 15 outfit. The Bruins, entering NC
w15-foot jumper with only six s
game but Manager Earl Weaver 17. Tie
AA tournament play with a 25onds remaining sent the Bruins said McNally had
Weber
been anState
(28-2) 7 1 record, accumulated 340
down to defeat. Junior forward toned not to throw bard ...
Wyoming
(19-8) 7 points in the balloting
19. Colorado St. U. (17-6)
Don Crenshaw of USC led all Sonny Siebert, who had a
6 In being acclaimed the UPI
10
record
20. Tie
in 1968, signed
'scorers with 20 points, follownational champions, they rethe
Indians for an
South Carolina (214) 4 gained a title which
753-3641
ed by Bill Sweek of UCLA with
eluded
$32,000.
Karnes
14.
(20-8) . 4 them last year when Houston
earned
the distinction.
New Mexico State qualified for
Wooden, commenting on his
its confrontation with UCLA by
team's newest honor, said:
downing Brigham Young 74-62
"We're very pleased and very
twidle Weber State nipped Seattle
proud that we were selected the
75-73 in the other half of the
No. 1 team of the year and
Wed regional doubleheader at
hope that our tournament play
Las Cruces, N.M. In Eastern
will justify the selection."
regional games, Duquesne walUCLA, bidding for an unpreloped St. Joseph's 74-52, St. Jocedented third straight NCAA
University of Kentucky football oose Kentucky
was EdLson's Da- Tournament champi
hn's tripped Princeton 72-63 and
onship, opDavidson beat MIDDY& 75-61. recruiting got a big booed during rrell Cox in 1959.
ens defense of its crown Thursthe past week as two outstanding
Swindle set a Southwest recIn the Mideast, Miami of Cbio
Iftecked Notre Dame 63-60 and backs from Louisville anda lead- ord by intercepting eight passes
ing
defensi
ve
player
from
Flori- during the 1968 season. He also
Marquette crushed Murray State
18242, while in the Midwest, Col- da signed Wildcat letters-of-inte- made 43 individual tackles and
nt.
assisted on 48 others.
orado State edged Dayton 52-50
Campbell, a former great alland Texas Ali If eased past Signed by Wildcat assistant
Ron Cain were All-State selectio- around athlete
Trinity of Texas 81-66.
at the University
ns Carey Eaves of Seneca High of Miami, said, "Earl
Charlie Scott's 40 points powIs a real
and
Arvel
Carroll
of
Eastern
competitor. Coach Ray met him
ered North Carolina past Duke
High
in
Louisvi
lle.
and was really/ impressed."
Phone 753-4542
85-74 for the Atiantip Coast ConSwindle began fall practice as
ference's tournament title and a Assistant Whitey Campbell siCOCOA, Fla. UPI - The general
gned Earl Swindle, 6-foot-2, 180 a quarterback,
berth in the NCAA Eastern regthen was moved manager
of the Houston Astros
lb. defensive back from South- to defensive seconda
ry.
Co10111110 copped the Big
said today that baseball Commiswest High in Miami, Fla.
Ray
said recruiting is proCOMIIIKelee crown by datesioner Bowie Kuhn's ruling that
The two Louisville athletes gressing nicely
Whigneri 92-73 while Kanat the University Donn Clende
non has not retired
are no strangers to Cain, who and he expects
to sign a total "could
lost to Kansas State 64-47.
threaten the structure of
, In other top games Saturday, coached at Seneca before Milling of 35 players for the 1969 Kit- the
game."
'second ranked Santa Clara beat Kentucky's new head coach John ten squad.
Kuhn ruled on Friday that ClenRay this year.
Spring practice will begin MarSt. Mary's Calif. 72-56, Big Ten
denon had not retired and said
champion Pardue whipped India- Cain said the 5-11,173 lb. Eaves ch 24 and end with the annual the
trade which sent Rusty Staub
has
"fandis
tic
speed,
quick
feet,
Blue-Wh
ite Game April 26,
na 120-76, seventh ranked Kentocfrom the Astros to the Montreal
good-peripheral vision and is a
ky downed Tennessee 84-69, Ar
Expos for Clendenon and Jesus
9.8 or 9.9 sprinter,"
y topped Rochester 59-46, Flor
Alou was valid. Clendenon has not
"Carey has the ability to play
beat Alabama 73-60, Illinois
reported to spring training and
quarterback, halfback, wide receNorthwestern 78-68,
announced recently that he has
iver or safety," Cain said. "One
State downed Michigan 9
Saving's the Going Thing! Look at all
taken a job with a pen company
of his best assets is the ability
find junior Pete Maravich of
you get on the sale-priced Mustang
In Atlanta.
to return kickoffs and punts."
"pidiaill State broke his own NC
H. C, "Spec" Richardson de• Simulated hood air scoop • E78 special
Eaves is a three-sport star who
AA scoring record with 58poin
manded Monday that Kuhn supply
was a starter on the Seneca team
profile whitewalls • Dual racing mirrors
to raise his season average
bins with information that Clenwhich went to the finals of the
• Pin stripe • Wheel covers
44.15 as 1SU beat Georgia
denon has not retired. He said he
State Tournament last year. He is
in double overtime.
Sale-priced Fairiane has these pophas been unable to get Kuhn to
also a member of the current
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kenreply to numerous queries on the
options • Vinyl-covered roof• Dual racing
team and Is a good dash man in tucky's freshman basketball
matter,
team broke a 14-14 tie midtrack.
mirrors•Pin stripe•Deluxe wheel covers
1:0
"If the commissioner sticks to
Eaves made the Courier-Jour- way the first half and then
• Whitewalls• Full carpeting
slaught
this ruling it will threaten the strered Tennessee's first
nal and AAA All-State teams whiThe Galaxie 500 is deluxe equipped
ucture of baseball," said Richarle Carroll made the AAA first year team 79-55 here yesterday.
dson. "If we do not play by the
• Vinyl seat trim • Bright body side
team and;nupler-Journal second
rules, the integrity of the game
team.
moldings • Whitewalls • Wheel covers
77IE WILDCAT frnsh set a
is threatened."
He hut the inner toughness selvol scoring record
•
Rim-Blow steering wheel • Air confor
and quiciness required to play season with 1,7134 points. the
ditioning, tinted glass. 351 or 390
V-8
big-time i football," Cain said.
Ken Hollenherk, a former
"He is very aggressive and can Knoxville high school ace and
play offensive fullback or inside the leading scorer in Tennessee last Ittif1011. naced the
linebacker."
COACHES
CITED
Eaves also participates In tra- Kentucky fresh with 24 points.
NEW YORK NIT — Ernie Me• Tony Martin
Randy
Noll
had
le
and
re:
Tom
ck at Eastern, which perennially
of Adelphi and Jerry Mr
Lean of St. Anselm's were th
fields a powerhouse In that spo- Parker 1N.
only
unanimous choices of ES.
rt. Both Eaves and Carroll have
KENTUCKY SHOT an
AC coaches Sunday in voting
been football regulars three yeaamazing WI. from the field
for the 1989 All-North-East Has.
rs.
to Tennes.ketball Conference all-star team.
Swindle is the first Dade Co- rebounded ee's 42.6, and outthe Vols 36 to 23.
Gary Baum of Bridgeport,
111111111115555 —Russell 5. Ii,,,..
unty player this season to sign
is.
ortirulort 4. Jo4m 5. 14451.4ug51
Howie Dickenman and BIU Re,5 Si,
with a Southeastern Conference Jones
4, Webstor 7
aves of Central Connecticut alK151171/CMY—P441ter 15. /4,411
school other than Florida. The Snt11.4154.49
15, Kr, 4. Iltilen!,•clt 14.
oe were named to the team
last Dade football player to ch- C 1411,44 keit /.
-stars are Mar.Mars and Jupiter.
ie evening stars are Venus
IIP
Saturn.
this day in history:
1886, more than 300 perdied as a violent snow• crippled New York City.
storm lasted four days.
1930, the body of William
ard Taft was buried in the
onal Cemetery at Arilagie
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Good Citizens Awards Presented At
DAR Luncheon Held At Woman's Club

TIMES

Mn.J. B. Burkeen

Miss ILaity Belden wee gre. lame,
vibe savg a song
sestet eta a ple awl mine* JR GOMM awl nine"Beaellhi
by he Csidala Teeddl Owe Dreamer". aoosegaeled by E.0.
draper of the Deghtere of lise Lammear at the phee.
Km Lem Greve gave the
Americas itirsoletios at the bow
dseos held at the Kerrey Wom- matimel delme report Min
aa's Club Home on Satarday at• limbies session presided
ever by Mrs. Jose; resat. The
nook
The Kerrey Riga School sea- sameig weed with the DAR
tor, skeeter of Mr. and Mn. creed end the pledge to the Amer.
Tom Rowlett, received this Mofag.
or br beteg selected as DAR Go. 1111 IDeehir for the luschece
ad Came of 1969 br Murraysad
Galloway Comity.
Miss Rowlett was premted
with the pin, the certificate, Nil
ten dollars by be camter reser
at, Mrs. Leoa Jams. Miss Row
lett was chases for her high doiree of dependabnity, service,
leadership, and patriotism.
Chosen as good cities° from
Calloway Comity High Scbool was
Miss Ricld Hopkins, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, Joe Des Hopktne
of Murray Route Two.
Miss Hopkins was presented
with a pin and certificate from
the DAR chapter at the hincheoe.
Selected from the University
School vu Miss Elisabeth Covens, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Comm, She was meths
to Wad the isocheon ase to
of her MOW,
for the luischeon
was presented by Miss Susan

• at

a

—

11111.DAY

MUIIAY.KENTUCKY

rangements and how they could
be avoided.
Mrs. Clifton Key's arrange
sent was voted lint place in
a close race with those by Kit
Latest Yates and Mn. J. W
p
Ylo
a.
g who tied for second

limpet 753-1917 or 753-4947

Downey-Nichols Engagement
Tuesday. March 11
Volunteers for the Cancer
Drive will meet at the MurrayCalloway County Health Center
ecven p.m. A representative
the state association will be

t.

• ••

The Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Glen Richerson, 1803 Parklane, at seven p.m.
•••
The Tappan Wives Club will
have a dinner meeting at Jar.
ry's Restaurant at six p.m. Hoe
teases will be Mesdames Gilbert Searles, Bennie Simmons,
Arlo Sprunger, and Jackie Stubblefield.
• ••
Murray AAUW will meet at
the Faculty Lounge at 7:30 p.m
Miss Ann Herron will be the
discussion leader on "Drama".
• ••

Val=

— MARCH 11, 1089

Little Miss Natasha illizabetit Tubbs was christened In
a beautiful eeresnany at the First United Methodist Chen*
M.....,, s. Se/Way, March 9, with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr..
affkisting. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mn. Charles O.
Tubbs. Her God parents were Mr. end Mrs. Larry L. lingbem of tharray.
Ithesseparesies are Mr. and Mrs. James Ralph Brown of
Lestoellie, C. Ortarid Tubbs, and Mrs. Louis N. lodgers.
Great grandparents are Rev. and Mn. J. C. Outland. A great
mule and aunt are Mr. and Mrs. Jets S. Outland.
Little Miss Tubbs was dressed in a white satin and nylon tulle lace christening gown with matching bow headpiece and all white accessories. She received guests for a
buffet luncheon after the ceremony at her hem..
Other members of the family attending the ceremony
were cousins, Miss Marsha J. Outland and Wad* P. Outland.
(Photo by Tubbs Studio)

Prof. Wesley Kemper Speaks At Meeting
of Of Garden Departmetot Of Woman's Club

The department chairman,
Mts. J. B. Wilson, presided at
the business session with Mrs.
Robert Moyer, secretary, read- *
lag the minutes.
Participation by the department in recognition of Arbor
Day, April 4, by a planting of
the Kentucky state tree, yellow
poplar, was discussed. Mrs. Lai
vel Yates and Mrs. J. W. Young
were appointed to work with
others designated to carry thr
ough this project.
It was voted to cooperate with 6
the State Garden Clubs in selling very handsomely-designed
Garden stationery from which a
reasonable profit for the department will accrue.
Mrs. Moyer will represent the
department in the Kidney
s reening test for all city and
c.unty children in grades one
through 'six on Wednesday,
March 19. The training period
for volunteers will be held at
the club house on Wednesday,
March 12, at 9:30 am.
Members were reminded that
names for membership in the
department will be table at the
April meeting, and that embers will be elected at the 11•7
meeting. The nominating coilmittee is composed of Mrs. A.
W. Simmons, Mrs. Lester Heaney, and Idrs. Kenton Miller.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostesses who d
were
Mesdames
Leonard .41
Vaughn, A. W. Simmons, Rag*
phrey Key, Clifton Key, WIK
Rem. and Dewey Ragsdale.
—
•••

The Grace Wyatt Circle
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the church parlor Prof. Wesley Kemper, tooth- Landscaping and Dolga". He
with Mrs. James Kline as hos- es of biology at Murray inthe was introduced by Ma Harold
University, spike at the meet. Douglas, program Admen. of
tess at 7.30 p.m.
•••
The Town and Country RemeMg of the Deeds. Deportee*• longtime friend eel seeindt
mbers Club held its 'monthly
ant by gardeners in 110 wee.
Murray
Star
Chapter
No,
433
meeting on Thursday. Karel 1,
After a most intertidal and
3rder
of
the
Eastern
Star
will
at seven-thirty o'clock In the
intoned Wk. intervened With
meet at the Ilea—tic Hall at 7:30
evening at the Muse of Mrs.
permed anecdotes and expee•
p.m
Danald Story. Mrs. Jobe Fort.
teams, the meeting was opened
•••
in served as co-hostess.
question and answer petto
Wednesday, March 12
In the abeam* ef the predted during whisk Aimee- gm
Ladies
who
volunteered
have
am. En. lobby Oroge, the
perticipettem—
to work in the kidney screenseestiag wm celled to order by
The devotion was led by Kn.
SAMS SUSAN DOWNEY
ing program in the city and
the vice-president, ifrn Wallace
Lillian Graves 'on the subject of
The smeemeement of the engagement of Elm Mehl's county schools are urged to atFord. Mrs. Amass Kline read
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Holland
"The Young Trees" using as a
Sam
Downey and James Gary Nichols, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- tend the instrUbtion meeting at
the devotional thought and
basis for her remarks the verse entertained with a dinner prewin
Nichols of Princeton, is made today by her parents, Mr. and the Murray Woman's Club
prayer. Om new member, Kra.
ceding the rehearsal for the
from Jeremiah 17:8.
Km. Lary Edward Downey of Puryear, Tennessee.
house at 9:30 am.
Ronal.Geesems and .abstese
The exhibit of "Curve" flow- wedding of their son, Charles,
• ••
Itidd Hopkins
others esswered the roll sell
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
er arrangements was presidA to Mary Lou Holland of Decaby telling what they latemied
The ladies day luncheon will
Mes. Beleard Aubrey Roberts and the late Mr. and Mrs. leiter
serer by Mrs. Humphrey Kei tur, 111., a former 'student at
to Mast in tadr amdses thin
MO EMI Downey of Paducah. She is a senior at Murray State be served at the Calowey
who had invited Mrs. Harald Murray State University, at the
ladverelty.. where she is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, pro- County Country Club at noon
Everimeyer to be a guest and First Baptist Church, Murray.
Remenar
wester
Frei.
▪ Mrs.▪ Ford ameameed that
fessional mate fraternity for women, and is the current "Sweet. Call Mesdames Don Robinson, of the Murray Weema's
The dinner was held at the
Club Judge of the arrangsts. She
Cleburne Adams. or Bill Crouse held on
workshops on bombe meld be
heart" of Sigma Nu social fraternity:
Wel also bees asked to pint H liday Inn for the bridal parThursday, March 6.
held ia CallouslyC.
I.
Mr. Nichols' grandparents are Mrs. Thomas James White 'rot reservations ty Monday. Kemper spoke on "Garden sat say Waal= id the ar. ty.
April. A list of preposed looks
The groom-elect is an emend the late Mr. White, sin Mrs. Fred Nichols, Sr. and the late Mrs. Bob Billington is honest
for Homeamkerr asetiage met
pl)yee of the Murray Division
Mr. Nichols, all of Princeton. Also a senior at Murray State, Mr. for bridge at 9:30
World
have
will
a
dinner
meetson with Mrs. Max G. Carman,
• ••
.,ear was read amd eemsidered
Nichols is a member of the Marketing Club and of Sigma Nu
ing at the Woman's Club House of the Tappan Company. He
by the —.completed his tour of duty with
The New Hope Hlmemaken 505 South 11th Street, Wesley- at 6:30 p.m
Fraternity.
•
ms and Owens chair
the Army last March.
Cub will meets th Mrs. Isaac an with Mrs. Joe Cowin, UN
The wedding will take place at four o'clock in the after
Story Avenue, and Hannah with
Charism Barlett, anThe table was beutifully deGrogan at 1:31 p.m.
The Dorothy Circle of the
April S. at First United Methodist Church in Paris, TenMrs. Harold Everstneyer, 11211
•••
the annual led Cram
corated with a centerpiece of
First
Baptist
Church W3LS will
. All friends and relatives of the couple are cordially in
and distributed Weeorchid and white flanked by
The Harris Grove Homemax North 19th Street, all at 7:110 meet at the
home of Mrs. Irby
vited to the wedding and reception afterward.
manes regarding it.
purple candles.
en Club will meet at the Corn p.m
•• •
Hendon at 9:30 am.
Two lessons were given by
Fifteen persons were present
manity Center at ten am. foi
•••
Thursday, March 13
Mrs. C. W. Jones: The first on
f
the occasion.
a potluck luncheon and the lea
The
Hazel
Woman's
Club
will
The
Elm
Grove
WMS
will
"Meats" and the second on
son on "Burlap Flowers".
meet
at
the
club
room
at
seven
have
a
prayer meeting at the
-Menu Planning and Table Sett•••
•••
p.m. Mrs. Harold Wilkinson and
ings."
The l.'ew Concord Ilomemak home of Mrs. Walton Fulkerson Mrs. Tommy
Story
will
be
hosat 9:30 a.m.
Mrs. Robert Sophism showed
The monthly meeting of the era Club will meet at the hom•••
tesses.
The American Home Econom;
her antiqued lunch box pone.
Another lovely compliment Hazel 4-H Club was held on
.SS
The
South
of
Mn.
ics Association has state borne
Murray
HomemakLouise
and Mrs. Anthony Johnson de1111mbests Oevressa
Patterson
at
1:
three-thirhonoring Miss Malilin Wilson, Monday, March 3, at
Friday,
March 14
ers Club will meet at the home
monstrated the techniques useconomics associations in each
bride-elect of Thomas Lee Walk ty o'clock in the afternoon at p.m. Note change in time.
The North Murray Homemak- of the 50
•••
of Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer at
ed in making a tote bag.
states, with comparable
was Mrs. Doris Nance wbo spoke er, was a breakfast held on last the Hazel Elementary School.
ers Club will meet at the home groups in the
The Arts and Crafts Club will 1:30 p.m.
Refreshments were served by
District of Colum"How To Fill Out Our Reon the "Basics of DAR". She Saturday at Triangle Inn.
•
•
•
of
Mrs.
Angie
Gibbs,
1641
Farmmeet
at
the hostesses.
the
homtof
Mrs. Keys
bia and Puerto Rico,
Hostesses for the occasion cord Books" was the lesson for
The Newcomers Club will er Avenue, at 1:30 p.m.
Mn. Anthony Johnson and said the DAR was organized in were Kim Martha Geier, Mrs. the day. Bobby Raspberry, sec- Futrell, 1011 Oliii, at 2:30 pan.
•••
meet at the Community Center
Mrs. James Kline will serve as 1890 and mu incorporated by Eerie Garland, Mrs. W. H. So- retary, presided and read the
The Wadesboro Homemakers at 7.30 p.m Hostesses are Meehostesses at the next meeting aa act of the U. S. Coogress in lomon, Mrs. George Lilly, Mn. minutes of the previous meeton April 3, at the home of Mrs. 1896. Its headquarters are in William C. Nall, Jr., Mrs. James ing. Fourteen members were Club will meet at the home of dames Elwood Brown, Bill BurWashington, D. C., with the aimMrs. Wayne Hardie at one p.m. nette, Ronnie Cella, and Bill
Johnson.
Laminar, Mrs. Baxter Bilbrey, present.
Those present were as fol- ml continental congress held ea- and Mrs. Maurice Humphrey.
Draper. Howard Steely will be
in data.
The members worked on their Note change•
ch
••
year
in April by the over
lows: Mesdames John Bowelthe speaker.
rime 713-1272
Miss Wilson wore a black end record books and learned how
•••
ilk. Anthony Johnson, James 3,000 chapters in the fifty states, white two piece wool ensemble to fill them out. They discuss- The women of The Oaks
* JIMISCRIPTIONS A IIPECLIVIT
*
Kline, John iota C. W. Jones, District of Columbia, England, accented with black leather ed the story that must go with Country Club will have their
The Cumberland Presbyterian
We Have It — We WW Get It — Or It Can't Be BM
regular bridge day at 9:30 a m. Women of the North Pleasant
Wallace Ford, Donald Story, France, Puerto Rico, Mexico, bows. Her gift corsage was of each record book.
Charles Bartlett, Kenneth Ram- and Panama.
white carnations and baby's
Glen Sims, area agent i ii Mrs. Freeda Butterworth will Grove Church will meet at the
Membership in the DAR is ob- breath. Her mother, Mrs. Stub youth, pointed out seven steps be hostess and requests that home of Mrs. Keys Wells at
sey. Winston Willis, E C. Wallen. Howard Giles, Ronald Geen- tained by direct lineage of sold- Wilson was dressed in gray knit that must go in the story to reservations be made at once, one p.m.
• ••
ens. Jules Harcourt, Charles iers and patriots in the Revolutto- and her corsage was red and make the record book fompletey
b Monday evening if possible.
M afrett. Robert Hopkins, and nary War wheo one reaches age cil white carnations. The groomThe Westside Homemakers
is 753-1293.
The recreational period was Her phone number
• ••
.:enry Bannon.
Club will meet at the home of
eighteen. The DAR is a service lobe's mother, Mn. Thomas held following.
th.
e meeting.
• ••
Circles of the WSCS of the Mrs. Gerald Stows at, 12:30 p.m.
organizatiosa and not social, Mrs. Owen Walker, wore white wool
•••
First United Methodist Church
Nance said.
trimmed in red and blue. Her
will meet as follows: Ruth WilGrove 128 Woodmen of the
corsage was red carnations.
The T-shaped table held arIts three purposes are historical, edecational, and patriotism. rangements of white and yel
The members of the Young The DAR library in Washington low chrysanthemums, baby's
Dexter
Homemakers
Woman's Auxiliary of the Flint is one of the largest and most breath and jonquils. Brides- The
Baptist Church recently honor- complete genealogical library in maid placecarch marked the Club met Thursday, March 6,
at nine-thirty o'clock in the
(12 Olds models are priced under $28990*
ed their mothers with a supper the world. The DAR is non all- guests' plates.
mom 0. •ta tI.101
Those included in the guest morning at the home of Mrs.
held in le basement of the sled, non sponsored, and nonpolThink an Olds is out of your league? It's not.
Henderson.
Joe
list
were
Mrs.
Ronald
Churchill,
church.
itical, Mrs. Nance said,She closYou're closer to Olds than you think. Take this
eleven members and five chilDc-orations for the table ed her talk with a quotefrom Mrs. grandmother of the groom-toCutlass S. It's just one of twelve Olds models
present.
dren
Each
were
membe;
Mn.
Lloyd
Wilson
and
Mrs.
were pink and red roses. The Ann Roger Minor.
priced
under $2999. And it's got all the things
answered
roll
ber
call
the
with
J.
D.
grandmothers
Aleut,
of
centerpiece was of pink bar
you like. A Rocket 350 V-8 or Action-Line Six.
the bride-elect; Misses Jerilyn flowers she wanted in her yard.
lap flowers that were made by
A report on the organisation of Washer, Judy Downs, Melanie The minutes were read by the
Hideaway windshield wipers. Full carpeting. Right
Mary Beth Imes, a member of
Sons of the American Revolution Boyd, Ann Griffin, Mesdames secretary and the treasurer's reon down the line.
the TWA.
chapter being organised In Murr- Joe Dick, W C. Elkins, Glenn port was given.
Mothers and daughters who
So why settle for the ordinary when it's so easy
ay was given by Mrs. Nance and Doran, Phil Kitchell, Johnnie
Plans were discussed for the
attended were as follows. Mar4
to
own
an Olds.
Mrs.
Charlene Sturm. Charles Reagan, Harold Hopper, Char- chili supper to be held Saturtha hoes and Mary Beth Imes,
vice-president
SAR
Hinds,
of
the
March
day.
15,
at
the
Dexter
les
Sexton,
Quertermous,
John
Mydell Rickman and Janice
Chapman, Kathryn Outland and of Kentucky, is heading the organ- John Richard Imes,Grsyson Mc- Community Center. Chit, chili
Judy Rickman, Rena Hopkins, isation and a meeting is set for Clure, William Edwards, Jerry dogs, cake, pie, cold drinks and
Connie Jones, Ricki and Vicki Tuesday, March II, at the Mods Henry, the honoree, her moo coffee will be served.
The lesson was on "How To
User and the hostemsea
Hopkins. Sylvia Gilliam, Max- ••
Set A Table" gives] by Mrs. Joe
ine Beale, Martha Rob Beale, Dome.
Henderson.
The speaker's table vas decorand Diana Beale. Sue Brittian
Those present were Mesdamand Beverly Brittian, Dot Bai- ated with a lovely arrangement
es Pritchett, Hays Pritchett, Billey and Zandrs Bailey, Sue Mil- of red, white, and blue flowers
Mrs. Harlan Hodges spoke to ly Joe Thorn, B. C. Edwards,
ler and Wilma Miller, Mrs. Hei- In keeping with the colors in the
the student body of Murray Cal Colson, Homer Elkins, Eliis
ne Turner and Phyllis Turner, American nag.
High School in assembly last Overbey, William Flood, Maxie
Mrs Willie Johnson and Dortha
week. The popular speaker was Puckett, Wnther. and Hencli..Jackson.
•• •
Those present were Mrs, Jon- presented for the fourth year sOn.
•••
es,. Mrs. Nance, Mrs. Price y the Library Club.
Doyle, Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. In her charming and immeatRalph Slew, Mrs. Charlotte Stu- urable way, Mrs. Hodges dis- Still Rustling
rm, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. cussed prayers with the audit
CARLISLE, Pe.(In - Two'
C. C. Lowry, Miss Susan Nance, oriumfilled-students from val- men are awaiting court action on
es
8
12.
through
Her
large
audCarter Clark of Aliso Route E. 0. Lancaster, Mrs. Leon Groa charge of "rustling" filed under
One has been dismissed from gan, Mrs. Dan Hart, Mrs. Joe ience gave her their interestad the modern terni of larceny.
attention.
the Western Baptist Hospital, Dee Hopkbis, Miss Ricki Hopki"late police fund Edwin I.,
Kathy Lockhart, Library Club
Paducah.
ns, Miss Vicki Hopkins, Mrs.
introduced
Mrs. Marks, :18, and Donald W. Riley,
• ••
Tom Rowlett, Miss Kathy Row- president,
25, shot a Black Angus atm on
Miss Ethel Maude Cochrai
istiog
taind Mrs. J. B. Burkeen. Hodges. At the conclusion of the farm of Clarence W. Alkiglit
alga Godeal01G•Resew
presented
program
was
the
she
-•Il ywra—
Murray has been a patient at
Hostesses for the day was
near here and were attempting to
red
roses.
the Western Baptist Hospital, Mrs. Henry Elliott and Mrs. Heltaki
it
avia,
when
the. weir
Deborah Mabry gave the de5•••••••EA,Gar ••••<to 1•••••••••
Paducah.
en Lassiter.
,eiereil
•yew 0•••••••••••
tat coi
votion.
a
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0 •••••••••• 1.155••••••
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Town And Country
Homemakers Meet
At Story Home

Rehearsal Dinner
-Held At Holiday
For Bridal Party
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Marilyn Wilson Is
Honored Saturday Hazl 4-H Club
Has Regular Meet
With Breakfast

WALLIS DRUG
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Mothers Honored
By Daughters At
The Flint Church

Cook's Jewelry
=
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Homemakers Of
Dexter Meet With
Mrs. Henderson

STOP!

ed

Stop
thinking
you can't
afford
an Olds.

Mrs. Hodges Guest
Assembly Speaker
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meats and how they could
rolded.
1. Clifton Kay's arrangewas voted first place in
• nice with those by Xs
Yates and Mrs. J. W
g who tied for wood
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department chairman,
J. B. Wilson, presided at
minas session with Mn.
t Moyer, secretary, read- 0
se minutes.
ticipation by the depart.
In recognition of Arbor
April 4, by a planting of
entucky state tree, yellow
r, was discussed. Mrs. Len
des and Mrs. J. W. Young
appointed to work with
; designated to carry the
this project.
asvoted to cooperate with
tate Garden Clubs in sell- 6
rery handsomely-designed
e stationery from which a
iable profit for the decot will accrue.
. Moyer will represent the
tment in the Kidney'
ling test f3r all city and
y children in grades one
gh 'Six on Wednesday,
; 19. The training period
olunteers will be held at
lub house on Wednesday,
t 12, at 9:30 am.
nbers were reminded that
; for membership in the
tment will be table at the
meeting, and that *Mill be elected at the May
eg. The nominating core; is composed of Mrs. A.
.mmons, Mrs. Lester Nanind Mrs. Kenton Miller.
icious refreshments were
i by the hostesses wbo
Mesdames
Leonard
in, A. W. Simmons, RumRey, Clifton Key, Will
and Dewey Ragsdale.
• •.

hearsal Dinner
'Id- A-s-Holiday
r Bridal Party

. and Mrs. Porter Holland
tallied with a dinner preig the rehearsal for the
jog of their son, Charles,
ary Lou Holland of Deesa former student at
ay State University, at the
Baptist Church, Murray.
e dinner was held at the
lay Inn for the bridal par.
e groom-elect is an erne of the Murray Division
he Tappan Company. He
leted his tour of duty with
irmy last March.
e table was beutifully deed with a centerpiece of
d and white flanked by
e candles.
teen persons were present
he occasion.
•••
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Kirk Tells Woman's Club
Of Our Changing Times
C "The 'now' generation refuses to be tied down and institutionalised and they resent IBM

machines which turn them into
mere numbers." the Rev. Cecil
Kirk told members of the Woman's Club of Paducah at a meatus Thursday at dm clubhouse.
]L. He said that people became
tither frightened or enthusiastic
the changes in our sotZ.
t The names of places Mrs
Vietnam, Watts. Chicago, Mem.
phis, etc. represent the volcanic
changes taking place. Our agree

tan society has cheesed into a
tedmical society, be reminded
us, and we are experiencing
a century gap; though some
people still cling to the 19th cen•Mry, Os 21st century is presses the 20th century. This
I difficult tor the col, loss Mimi to pipet his life
live, or six yeant_9991
He Wets ant elkirelk
darig
must decide If we
faithfully or pursue the pis of
the day. We must trust.
another, he admonished, and we
must take care of the hunger
problem, for black power, white
dower, crumbling families, and

times; that He is on the more.
Our task is to use that which
has been given to us by God to
do what He would have us do—
to help mold and shape society
into the shape it is to take.
Kirk concluded by saying that
we in Paducah can't put the
pieces back together as they
were, but we can decide what
direction they're going to take,
and instead of sitting in static
relationship, we can be on the
move, using our goods, talents,
end resources in this town In
our time.
Kirk, who is with the United
Campus Ministry at Murray
State University, was introduced
by Mrs. Andrew Palmer, program chairman.

Is Beginning To Change,
Slightly But Definitely
By TAD ROWADY

THE WELCOME news in
shoe fashions, according to
present indications, la that at
last the "ugly shoe" trend is
changing. Slowly to be sure,
but definitely. it is passing
into limbo
To appease Fashion's demands, a "many shoe wardrobe" is a "must" for the

el

Prof Winter Is
Guest Artist

lideilield Music Club Guest
Artist program for 1969 was
presented by Prof. John C. Win-'
ter of Murray State liniversiv
to members ofthe clubandguests
'Triesposelbility are symbols that Saturday afternoon, March 1, in
speak to us. We must be willing. the home of Mrs. Henry Jones,
he said, to give youth responsi- Pryor Street.
bility. He emphasized the fact
Mrs. Wesley Greer,president,
that God is really alive in these
introduced Prof. Winter of the
MSU Fine Arts Department,
whose program, "Pipe Organs
Of the Sixties, in Tapes and
Slides," delighted- Ms-audience.

Book Study Held _
By Flint YWA

The Young Woman's Auxiliary of the Flint Baptist Church
recently had a book study entitled "North of 48".
Mrs. Wilma Miller led the
group in the discussion of the
book concerning the mission
work being carried on in Alaska.
Those taking part in the dis1191111ien were Mary Beth Imes,
Dortha Jackson, Martin Rob
Beale, Janice Chapman, Beverly Br$ttlan, Zandra Bailey, Rick'
Hopkins, and Connie Jones.
• • *

New Rock Group

Prof. Winter had his organ
selections taped and showed
slides of various churches and
their organs. His selections included, 'Noel in G" played on
the Trinity Episcopal Church organ in Baton Rouge, La.; "From
Heaven On
played on the
organ of North
Christian Church,
High",
Columbus, Indiana; "Dialogue"
played an the organ of St. Matthews Episcopal Church of Louisville; "In „Thee Is Gladness"
played on the organ of Louisville's Browne Memorial Presbyterian Church; "Carillon"
played on the organ of Brainerd
Baptist Church In Chattanooga,
Tenn.; and "Carillon Sortie"
played on the organ of Louisville's Calvary Episcopal
Church.

Hostesses forth.meeting were
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- "Mrs. Mn. Eugene Resler, Mrs.
arleary Cows" is a new rtick Charles E. %Wins, Mrs. John
1roup that won MGM's "Impos- Waters, Jr. Mrs. Richard Dyeus, and Mrs. W, B. Simpson.
sible Years" band contest.

American Home Economassociation has state home
mks associations in each
50 states, with comparable
s in the District of Columd Puerto Rico,
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TV Profile
TV Or Movies?
Same Difference
To Whitmore

which follows "Bonanza" every
Sunday night.
Jim frets over the fact Alit
-his series is up against "Mission: Impossible," one of the
i„ and most viewed shows on
e air.
Once Jim arrives home Nancy
has a hot dinner waiting and, according to the master of the
house, few surpass hi wife in
the kitchen. On weekends Whitmore is pressed into service as a
chef, barbecuing steaks, chops
and lamb on the grill. He much
prefers Nancy's corned beef and
cabbage. More than likely because he doesn't cook it.

t

"STARDUST," BLACK PATENT shoe with trim lines and
alrutton aocent, seta pace for the wild print of Dacron and

Famity Man
Whitmore is caught up in his
own family life and is a rare
earlier than ever and patent guest at Hollywood parties.
He is building a home in
leather is considered proper
Mammoth. Calif., where the skifor year 'round wear.
In the Florsheim's recent ing is excellent during the wincollection from which the ter and the fishing superb the
shoes shown here were chosen, rest of the year. He and the
alligator - grained leather ap- family will spend their vacapears in every color of the tions high in the Sierra in the
rainbow this Spring along years to come.
with patents and calf shoes.
Whitmore is an amateur
painter, explaining: "Once I finish a canvas I hide it in a closet."
He also enjoys a well-stocked
home library and stereo set. His
record collection is large and
includes rock and roll which he
says disturbs him and makes him
think about the younger generation.
More than anything else, Whitmore enjoys bull sessions with
his three sons; the exchange of
ideas, listening to their aspirations and dreams. A good father,
Whitmore has refused to buy
Automobiles for his sons. If they
want a car they have to earn it.
So far only Steven has saved
Ink money through odd jobs to
buy his own wheels. Jim and
Dan borrow the family autos.
Best of all, there is no generation gap in the Whitmore fam-

cotton button-up, wide leg Jump suit by Arpeja for Young
Edwardian Shoe is available also In calf in several colors.

not.

Take this
models
Ithings
,ine Six.
ting. Right

BEST SELLERS
(UPI)
10•Nivibed by P•blisible, weans)
Fiction
A SMALL TOWN IN GERMANYJohn LeCarre

1 80 easy

THE SALZBURG CONNECTIONHelen MacInnes
AIRPORT-Arthur Ridley

FORCE 10 FROM NAVARONEAlistair Mac Lean
PRESERVE AND PROTECTAllen Drury
THE FIRST CIRCLE-Meissen&

Solshenitnm
THE BEASTLY BEATITUDES OF
BALTHAZAR-B.J.P. Donleavy
AND OTHER STORIES-john
O'Hara
TESTIMONY OF TWO MENTaylor CaldweU
A WORLD OF PROFIT-Louis
Achineiriar
Nonfiction

THE "PLAZA," a shining black patent shoe with
a shaped
heel and

HE ARMS OF KRUPP-William
Manchester
HE MONEY GAME-Adam Smith
NSTANT REPLAY -Jerry Kramer
MOIS: SIXTY YEARS ON THE
Hardy Seeds
IRING
Attire For Cars
FIRING
NEW YORK (UPI) - Whs HE JOYS LINE-Arthur Krock
MITO, Japan (UPI)- Click-arel
tires called tires? Areording Roden OF YIDDISH-Leo
weed sseeds believed to be about to the Internati
HE DAY KENNEDY WAS SHOTona
1,500 years old sprouted after 'ynthetic Rubberl Institute of Jim Bishop
Pniducer
s.
Is REFLECTION-Helen Hayes
scientists planted t ens in a hot- Inc., the tinc4a5
house. Shigetoshi Ito, director sidereir"attire," originilly • on- with Sandford Dory
or
.ONESO
covering
ME CITIES-Rod .McKuen
for
of the Iliaraki Prefectural Archh,st
.,.11.2'ihnii..n
1 nsciaiitii:tti.ipi,
r:.isn ixormst HE RICH AND THE SUPER eological Society, said the weds hat
RICH=-Ferdinand Lundberg
were found last )ear in excava- until recently
since tires, natur- NTI-MEMoIRS-Andre Malraux
hamlet
ruins
of
dated
a
tions of
lilly protect Hie "feetniaf an au- EMOIRS: SIXTY YEARS
ON THU
lack to the 5th or 6th ertiturv
THE FIRING LINE -Arthur Krogh
concave trim teams smarUy with a white linentype Dacron and cotton two piece pant suit. The sleeveles
top with asymmetric closing is red-white-and•blue-.s.h.ns

Chiass011is Uses.

Wm and logi•sa••
•.11.4:0,
44
00 04,441.401 alloteris4

"PRIM," BONE COLOR, pearl-trimmed calf pump complementslpie exotic floral print of this body-skimming, widely
sashed wool challis dress by Stan .Herman for Mr. Mort.
Shoe cornea also in black patent and navy and white calf.
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SETTING

• •
STANDARDS

—
Families should have well-defined standards. Children need
to know clearly what kind of
behavior adults expect of them
so that their conduct can be
guided and measured. A certain
amount of definance is natural
in the child. Setting standards
sometimes is often the greatest
inducement to break them. In
spite of this, a child needs to
know that there are certain
things he can do and cannot do.
He needs to know that there is
someone stronger than he who
can firmly and kindly help him
to manage his own destructive
impulses. In guiding the young
child's behavior, adults should
avoid the temptation to set too
many rules of conduct. Too
many rules can make life difficult on the adult as well as
the child. A few rules about
major matters of conduct are
of greater value in discipline.
— Miss Irma Hamilton.

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-James
:Whitmore, the criminologist in
My Friend Tony," brings the
fashion - conscious female for intensity of his
characterisation
no one daytime shoe can be to the
tube straight from his
used, as in the past, for all- own
private life.
purpose wear. Each current
Whitmore, s Yale raduate,
fashion look requires Its own
is that rare actor who is as concomplementing shoe.
Shoes are becoming more tent to star in a television aerWHY
DRINK
feminine, have delicate trims. ies as he is to play character
ORANGE
EGGPLANT — PURPLE AND
JUICE?? Four good medical rea- HEAVY — Good quality eggless hardware and higher, roles in motion pictures.
sons
for the tried end true idea plant is firm and heavy in reslimmer heels than those of
Whitmore and his wife Nancy,
*married since 1947, live in San- of having a person with a cold lation to size, with a dark, rich,
ta Monica canyon close to the drink orange juice are: (1) 0. purple color, and is free from
Pacific combers where his three J. Is rich in Vitamin C — most start or cuts. A wilted, shrivesons learned to swim. The boys Physicians believe it is useful led, soft or flabby eggplant will
are grown now, James III, 20; because in the metabolic streu usually be bitter, or otherwise
of a common cold Vietamin C poor in flavor. Worm injury
'Steven, 18; and Daniel, 16.
• The two younger ones still is utilized at a faster rate. (2) can be seen on the surface and,
0.
live at home, along with five In J. helps replace fluids lost if severe, will probably indicate
coughing, sneezing and thr- excessive waste. Decay shows
/dogs - four black labradors and ough
•• •
perspiration in a most re- as brown surface spots. — Pata collie. Whitmore explains the
freshing
way. (3) 0. J. is tangy ricia Everett.
plethora of canines by admit- and tart
Big Break
•••
ting the eldest labrador whelped sensation — it reawakens taste
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) and
restores
lost
senDEVELO
COLOR
A
P
REPUa passel of puppies.
sual pleasure. (4) 0. J. helps TATION — Recognizing and us- Newcomer Lee Grant gets the
The Whitmores have lived in replace energy-building
break of a lifetime co-starring
their four-bedroom home for ents which are depleted nutri- ing new colors before they are with Kirk Douglas and Henry
during
17 years - which may set an- illness. — Mrs. Barletta Wrath- everywhere is the way to deve- Fonda in "There Was a Crooked
lop a color reputation. This
other record for Hollywood ac- er.
doesn't mean that you go all out Man."
tors. And when the family isn't
body sitrfihg on th.
0111'1
bear they can be found sunning
themselves around their swimming pool.
Jim, however, must restrict
his sunning and swimming to
Weekends and rare days off.
, From Monday through Friday
he must report to Paramount
—iendios by 8 a.m., seldom getling away before 7 p.m. during
Isooting of the 60-minute show

the past two seasons Flowery
print dresses in soft clingy
fabrics and dirndl or pleatedskirt frocks call for a dainty
shoe with higher heels, such
as the new sling and the more
dressy pumps.. But the clunky
shoe is still teamed with pant
suits and knee high socks
White shoes will be worn

WA* Wa44 W4aao
fuq\\
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for a new decorating job each
Year, but use the new color as
an accent color. — Miss Juanita
Amonett.

M C. Major
FOR

Sheriff
Calloway
County
I am seeking the office of Sheriff of Calloway County
and earnestly ask
for your vote and influence in the coming primary
.
I have lived in Calloway County since 1959, moving
here after completing twenty years service in the United States Navy.
After purchasing a farm
here, I built a new home in 1962 and have been
mostly cattle farming for
the past ten years. At the present time I am
crossing Charolais with Herefords and will breed up to pure blood Charola
is. I am a member of the
Charolais Breeding Association.
I fully realize that there are many people in
Calloway County who do
not know me, so for your benefit I am giving
some information about myself and my qualifications for the important
post of Calloway County
Sheriff.
I was born on a farm in Hopkins County, Kentuc
ky near Madisonville.
I graduated from high school at Morton's Gap,
Kentucky in 1939 and joined
the Navy in 1940. I chose the Navy as a
career. I met my wife-to-be, the
former Dorothy Tucker of Todd County who
graduated from Elkton High
School in 1946 and we married in 1947
after I completed a tour of the
- Philippines.
We have one daughter, Lane who is a
sophomore at Calloway County
High School. Lani was born in Hawaii. Their
church home is the nrst Methodist Church.
While doing a tour as an instructor at
Millington Air Base near Memphis, Tennessee, we bought our farm
here in Calloway County in 1957 and
moved here in August of 1959. I have an
aunt, my mother's sister, Mrs. Ben
Walker, who lives just across the line in
Marshall County where she has
lived on a small farm since 1928.

I retired from the United States Navy
as a Chief Petty Officer.
I considered running for Sheriff of Callowa
y County four years ago, but
decided not to, because I had not been
in Calloway County long enough to
be known by the people here.
I am now working at B. F. Goodric
h Chemical Company at Calvert City
as a guard in plant protection. I
have held this position for the past
six
years.

I have many years of teaching and
instructing and over twenty years
in supervisory, administrative and
security work I have worked
with City
Police while in charge of Shore
Patrols in the Navy.
I believe that whoever is elected
to the Sheriff's position should
be a
person who can get the job done.
I believe that, if elected, I can get
this job
done in an efficient, honest and
qualified manner.
I will work with the county
officials, the school officials.
City Police,
and State Police for the
betterment of law enforcement
in Calloway County.
_
Your vote and your Influence
will deeply appreciated.
Sincerely,
M. C. Major

_,7,71;g4smat
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Add "Esy"
To Worries
Of Students

HURRAY. KENTUCKY

Graving enrollments an risim nets add stela to the Wit.
Aid the nabs of met hitting
those WNW aid emve ed.
sadism Soilless go to waste in
Maw sigma to thrifty taxIpso Roams. Gum- Saigon hospital ward is filled with
bandaged victims of a Communist rocket barrage after a
two-minute salvo killed 22 persons and wounded 50. All the
victuris are South Vietnamese civilians who were sleeping
in the nverside slum area.
Radiophoto)

=backers say ESY would CHICK
viET SITUATION Seclielp curb unary loss that nor- retary of Defense Melvin
as seam pails br- Laird and Gen. Earle Wheelae ssisser. Plos studimisvalid er. chairman of the Joint
get purposdd temmer amide. Chiefs of Staff,
are shown
aces. Tide may help curb SAM. at Andrews Air
Force Bane
sow
and redoes dropoetrates. near Washington
incredibly rapid and dramatic
as they
About 00 school systems are leave for
progress.
Vietnam to "exweididsg the proposal. Expedie- amine the current
escalation
nts dose the ESY trail already
of the fighting."
LowMorale
has mee with afftrmative reactA third actor is low morale ions in Nov York State.
to Atlanta end a half-dozen
mow pariah dewy mid lay
leaders, Mien hese von Owe other ached liebilletions in Geoar biraci
al 1101.41111r
evias
dea
Z
y stchool
by repeated aassramme tram gm- orgia,
og-ho reformers list ftwerw
stieg their margin on an "ob- started last all.
Add to lids acme: a survey of
By LOUIS CA-zwl-c
aide istitatios.
UPI Religion Writer
The SIM factor in Prates. a brit jiir did sampling of
1st stalesemi, ha said, is "sp- 16,000 school administrators in
$0 dates. it found schoolmen
While the Catbdic Church see- irited malsdritios”
resulting regarding the ESY as essential
thes with change and controv- from neglect OR devotional
lifs.
now or necessary in the future.
ersy, Protestants are jestsiting liaisters amd
any are so busy
By GAY PAULEY
Tim pdi, by "Nation's Schooaramd with a had cise of the Wag raised they
have little ls," a journal for administratUPI Women's Editor
blahs.
time or imillistios for prayer,
ors, showed only 20 per cent
90 mays the Rev. Walter D. mitigate sad Bible study.
NEW YORK UPI - To a famAnd nixing the idea.
Wegener, a card - carrying Pro- wilhost the nomiridime
nt of daily
Reasons given by educators ous athlete, when we get soft
lamin el onsiderable stature. draftiest, religious
activity sl- for reschedniteg included: -"Bu- physically, we soften also menDr. Wagger is director of the aty pans and
loss its messieg. ildings are too expensive
BoslowThedegk:el Institute.
to re. tally and spirtunly.
Dimple- the serioessss of his
And the pirallel applies-esmain idle for three months of
"We Protestants are tired and
llasids, Dr. Weimer koala- the year."
pecally to the nation's young
confused," haeadoesed lea rec- line Oat
"Protested Mem - "With a looser school
year, people-"They have so many thent article to the scedemeahmt. like Callidie mires,
may well we could provide better indivi- logs these days," says Bob Ritonal Protested mamboOde- be a prelude
to reterlb." God's
chards.
ties CAntary.
ihost mportalty to revive his dualized prograres." ,
Richards, k minister as well
_
Those
roelms WINS men realise
as record-breaking athlete, bete
tact
elPixib
ell
t
communit
ht
"d
t
"y
Few Tamp
not doing so well estheir
helves that fitness must once
eft, be said. And today there and parents won't like ESY. It again becOme "the American vay
would
into
cut
family
vacation
In a subsumed interview with Is a growing awarenes
s amoog time.
of life." It Is for him and his
UPI, Dr. Weimer tided War th- Protestants
that "we have no
family, he says. Then with a
legs that have hdped to brag direction to go but
up."
laugh he adds, "I want to live
m the mood of warn= and
to be 100 and be shot by a jealuscertainty that cur:aft perous husband."
vades American protestiolisra.
BOMB ATTEMPT
"I see a correction between
The first is timmagical "fade
physical softness and softness
OTEPKA CONSIDERED
ism." A sew vogue a asologiesi
of character," Richards said in
GENOA, Italy UPI - Police
tbovght seems to comealong aboa recent interview. "And, a reut osce h year, and everybody
bomb disposal experts Friday
hems on the beadwagos, spedWASHINGTON UP!- Otto Ong- removed and exploded a time lation between fitness and Sep'toss of our people. Those who
ing its esoteric vocabdery sod ka, State Department employe bomb planted under a rostrum
built America were physically
ruining into print with undies sespeaded by Secretary of Hate where Greek actress Adelina Merand mentally strong. They had
Dean
and books. He cited the highly
Rusk, is being "actively couri was to speak. Miss /der cou- no softness
or patriotism. Dempublicised but short-lived "Dea- considered" for appointment to rt spoke as scheduled to the rally
ocracy is an activist theory of
th of God" movement as an ex- Iii. Subversive Activities Con- held by opponents of the Greek
living."
ample of the bewildering rapid- trol Board, according to the Wh- military junta.
"I'd like this trek to help give
ity with vetch new theological ite House. Rusk ordered Otepka
back our sense of toughness,"
reprimanded and transferred sefashions come and go.
he said. Richards referred to a
Also cootributing to Protestast veral years ago because Oben
three months jogging and cycling
doldrums is a salaam of the gave confidential information frUp to 40 per cent of the trip he will make ccast
to coast
ecumenical moment, nib es om department files to the Sen- pheasant hens nesting in an
al- to dramatize the needior fitness.
ems to have reached new nod ate internal security subcomini- falfa field may be killed
during Richards "crusade" will begin
of platen after two decades of ties.
the first cutting.
In Los Angeles June 1, with the
43-year-old athlete crossing though deserts, over mountains
and along secondary roads some
3,300 miles before reaching New.
York in early August.

Does Person
Have Right
To End Life

zrt

The United States uses paper
products at the rate of over 450
pounds per person per year compared with a world average of 57
pounds. Pulpwood production in
this country has doubled since
1950, according to James U.
Everett, Area Extension Agent.
Pulpwood is the basic raw
material for one of the nation's
largest industrial complexes.
The pulp and paper industry is
the United States is composed
of over 475 companies operating some 825 pulp mills. About
4,000 other mills convert the
paper and paperboard into articles for everyday use.
The pulp and paper industry
provides year-round jobs for ma
re than 580,000 people whose
wages total more than $3,8 billion a year. The industry pays
more than $800 million a year
nem* piliOTEST Banner-waving Red Chinese soldiers protest a bloody Sino-Soviet borfor wood delivered to the mills.
der clash as they mass in Peking's Tienanmen Square. Photo and caption material acIt furnishes a steady market
companying this photo were released by the Communist Chinese news agency lisinhua.
for thousands of tree farmers
and other landowners growing
trees as a crop.
and interested landowners.
HEALTH WARNING
Area farmers can cash in on
be printed on labels of liquor
Contact James M. Everett, Arthe million of dollars paid by ea Extension Agent
bottles. Thurmond, a teetotaler,
in Youth and
the industry annually. Seedlings Horticulture at the
Ballard Ex- WASHINGTON UPI - Sen. Str- told the Senate in introducing
are available for planting to fa- tension OfficA,
LaCenter,for fur- om Thurmond, R-S.C..wants to the bill: "Congress should face
rmers, 4-H'ers, FFA Members, ther Information.
up to the Health hazard caused
require that a health warning by
alcoholism."
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Rip 0 had come to New York
from his home in Laverne,Calif.
to appear with other athletes
with the National Jogging Association, a nonprofit organization
to promote this mild form of
running, announced the fitness
crusade.'
Richards and his wife, Mary,
have two sons, both following in
dad's footsteps in athletics ,and
a married daughter.
Both sons are promising pole
vaulters. The older, Bob Jr., a
freshman at Mt. San Antonio
Junior College, has been mentioned by sports writers as a
prospect for the 1972 Olympics
team.
Richards won two Olympk gold meckils in pole vaulting. He
was a three-time U. S. decathlon
winner during his active sports
career.

WASHINGTON UPI - Commercial distribution is expected to
begin in July of a new drug effective in curing a parasitic disease
which plagues residents in the
tropics. Schistosomiasis, a parasitic infection transmitted by fresh water snails, 4 said to afflict
about 150 milliorl people in Asia,
Africa and Latin America,

$144

Value

Value

66(

$1.45
Value
96c

— Family Sim —

Easy-To-Use
LOTION
$1.55 Value

HEAD & SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO IN
UNBREAKABLE TUBE

Ns* host passitsAt defutreff
saassisee see can hey

America's Favorite Shampoo!

NEW

QUALITY DENTAL NEEDS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES

-

SCOPE

Crest

KING SIZE ULTRA-BRITE
Extra strength toothpaste. Brightens
breath as it brightens_ teeth.

IN TWO FLAVORS

MOUTHWASH

$1.09
Value

SIM
Value

ultra time

COLGATE KING SIZE DENTAL
CREAM with GARDOL & MFP
... an advanced fluoride

$128
Super
Size
Fresher
Breath!
setting
Taste!

83e Value
FOR

2

colgate
$1

SAVE ON VARIETY OF HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
Children
Love
'Em!
$O Ct.

He is an ordained minister of
the Church of the Btethren and
now serves also as director of
the Wheaties Sports Federation.

NEW DRUG

The extra rich shampoo

HANDY
UNBREAKABLE
TUBE

.Regular Exercise
Richards says his participation in athletics since childhood
has taught him how much "regular exercise under proper medical supervision can do to help
a person keen fit for life."

$2.29 Value

. . . the complete
HOME PERMANENT
for any type hair!

Valhalla for Old Ships' Figureheads

m•Olo

a

By James U. Everett
Area Extension Agent

NEW YORK UPI - Add "EST"
to the worry list of public school
shedmits. It stands for -Extescied
$ellesiY
cakmar.ear. Classes arouod the

by UWE UNIT
Centred Press Association
Correspondent
FROM ALL OVER the world
they came, the tall ships whose
final port of call was an AUantic Valhalla. There many left
memories. Others disappeared
completely, washed away by an
unfriendly sea.
St. Mary's, largest of the Isles
of Scilly off the Cornish Coast
of England. is bully reached
from the mainland by air and
sea services. Front Rt. Mary's-one of the nye they Scillies
which are inhabited---to Treace,
motor launches are your method
of transportation.
It is on 'Fresco, second largest
of the Scillies, where one finds
Valhalla It is there, beneath a
pebbled ceiling and between
walls adorned with tropleal
shells, one finds an uniqds colThew, lovely ladies that ease adenswi waste ships.
lection of treasures At 601,1 is • priestly Snow hem empolhor nimbi&
figureheads, mementoes frees
Equally exquisite is the
once-proud vessels lost off the
Shear Urns began. sailors have crowned sea-goddess of the Berrocky shores nearby.
Here, off the eouthwestern- felt that the ships M which they nardi. an Italian ship of 706
most tip of England. it is a dif- sailed were living creatures, and tons, which foundered on the
ferent world from Meteor Eng- the wish to symbolise this idea island of Annet. Only her capland. Warmed by the aide he a deep-rooted instinct for any tain was saved.
• • .
Stream. some 140 islets enjoy a mien who has ever followed the
mild climate with an abundance sea Since recorded maritime
NOT
all
the
figureheads are
history,
ships have been decoof sunshine From time to Urns,
lovely ladles. however.
the
however, the element-- are lisee rated and, the bows provided fiercely-bearded figure Take
wearing
kind, at the mercy of wild At- Ube focal point -the final flour- a jaunty tam - o' - thanter He
lantic gales Over the centuries, lab of decoration.
Sometimes t Is e figurehead came from the Chieftain, shatthe Scillies have seen a tretered high on Hard Lewis Rocks
mendous number of shipwrecks. was carved by the ship's car- on a stormy November- night
penter, who used his sister,
•
•
•
mother or wife as • model It 13e years ago
THE FIGUREHEADS. from was•respected art Their work, Tresco's Valhalla is also the
many lands, are part of a col- after all, was to be seen and final resting - place of figurelection started by a young man enjoyed by people around the heads from the Salmon. a 17Anamed Augusts Smith who, in world.
ton. Quebec - launched schooner
1534, leased the Isles at easy
lost on Jan 12. 1871. bringing
from the Duchy of Cornwall. It
A MOST Interesting figure- her skipper home Capt. Ben
was he %rho founded Abbey Gar- head once adorned the bow of Hicks. of that vellOWl, was a
dens and It was he who rounded the Mary Hay On April 13.1852, Scillonian Then there's the figup the figureheads from all cor- the 258-ton British bark was urehead of • steel-screw steamners of the Scillies thane had homeward bound from Jamaica er rigged as a fore - and - aft
been stored in barns Still others when she struck Steeple Rock schooner named &Price. which
had served as gate-poets Others during a *event gale. All hands sank in November of 1893
lav in ditches or around the Were saved But only one thing
Some of the figurehead*, such
',mottling,. mouldering in ruin is known about the girl for as those from the
Pohnarioix and
Today the collection belongs whom the ship wait-- named the Lefaco, await
to Smith's great-great nephew. Mary Hay was beautiful We The Polinnrine relic restoration
wears
Lt Com T N Dornen Smith. know this became the carving uniform of a naval officer the
knee
ho 'mites visitors to see the of the, lovely maiden As her breeches and tailcoat
He brimdi•pla daily excepting en Sun- portrait.
, cludies a cutlass over hi-" head I
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Seedlings Available
To Area Growers

By PATRICIA bicCORMACK

Protestants
Have Case
Of Blahs

—

The Only
ANIMAL
SHAPED
Multiple
Vitamins

$2.29
Value
$148

DEODORANT
. . . the super spray deodora
nt
with extra ingredients for effective, long-lasting
protection.

115.
Value

ST ORE HOURS
8:30 to 5:00
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Plants Threatened
Gas Economy
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
Surrender
(UN) -- The major problem confronting plant life by the year
2,000 may at... from motor veSAN FRANCISCO (UPI) t3MAGASAKI,Japan (UPI)hicle exhausts, a plant patholo- If you think there's nothing new
gist at The Penns)!yams State to.learn about car ownership, Operators of a red fight district
here's an experiment in gasoline in this town are waving the white
University sass,
Dr. F. A. Wood, the patholo- economy the National Automo- flag.
gist, explained that sunlight trig- bile Club suggests is worth trying.
They've asked the municipal
The next time ydn take a trip, government to find buyers for
gers a chemical reaction among
exhaust mixtures and creates air eliminate all unnecessary stop- their facilities and lots. Rosiness
pollutants called photochemicals. ping and fast accelerating. You remains good. they told authoriHr said such photgehemical pol- might be surprised to find your ties, but they've had a change uf
lutants will increase three-fold gas mileage the best you have heart and want fresh starts fit
ever obtained.
"more honorable" enterprises
by the year 2,000. •
.
.
Wood said that by the adyent
Of the 21st century more than
87 million pounds of hy drocarbons and oxides of nitrogen will
be emitted into the atmosphere
In motor $chides alone.

Ihrois
kfio,RotFoe
PPIROIAN
FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED
NOTICE
NOTICE
WANTED TO WIT
MADE peanut brittle, HORSES: At stud, 2 registWANTED
' One or two-bedroom
WE WILL be open six days a
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
daily, 50c bag. Phone ered 5 gaited stallions, Preweek. Lucille's Beauty Shop, unfurnished house out of city
753-7520 for free delivery.
CONSTRUCTION SIDS
miers Pride by Stonewall PreSealed proposals will be re- Route 2, Hazel. Phone 492-8791. Limits on paved road. Must have
M-13-C mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
M-12-C running water and bath. Rent
Majestic Ensign. Top breeding ceived by the Murray No. 3
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweatreasonable. Phone 753-1918 and
In USA. One registered Welch Water District Board of Water GET
ers at half price. Spring sportspests,
RID
of
won/ ask for Mary.
they
Commissioners at the Circuit
TFNC
wear arriving now. Stop and pony, show type. Sales-Trainleave on their own Termites to
ing-Boarding. Blackwell Sta- Court Room, CaklowaY County right
use. The Stripe Shop, 603
on eating if you ignore
Iii 1457, golf was prohibited
bles Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone Oast House, Murray, Kentucky them. Kelly's
South 4th St.
Pest Control is the in Scotland -cause it diverted
753-6977.
March41-C semi 3110 P. M., Central Stand- answer, locally owned and op- men from
archer) which was
ard Time, March 25, 1960, for
1950 MOBILE Sportsman house
TAILORLNG and alterations. 22 furrdatting labor and materials erated for 7) years. We can be needed for defense, at-cording to
Mailer, 32' x 8', $400.00. Conyears
experience.
Georgine arid performing all work as here- reached 24 hours a day. If it's (Aber's En,-', clopedia.
act Hubert Coles at Hubert's
a pest call us. Phone 753-3914.
Wells, 304 North 7th Street.
in described.
Antiques on the Hazel Hwy.
Muri-er Chamber of Commerce
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzie
H-M-12C
The
work
perform
be
to
PUZZLE
ed
is
M-20-P
and Builders Asslciation LePfollows:
as
FOR THE BEST possible TV
OBM 00 COOOM
195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
ACROSS
USED TELEVISION set, $30.00.
4-Barracuda
Contemn - Construct a wa- So. 13th
00030O 00P000
SERVICE call BILBREY'S your
Street, phonn 753-3914
5.Possessed
Call 753-6688 after 5:00 p. in.
ter
distribut
CM
ion
system
MOUIROMO MV
consistI
Knock
6-Man's nickname
G. E. DEALER. Factory trained
H-M-12-C
4-Pretense
OM WNW GOMM
7 Commemorative
M-11-C technicians,
ing of approximately 45,000
genuine factory
8-Possesses
MOH 0000 OMO
disk
linear feet of main, a booster A RED carpet welcome awaits 11
Kitt
8-Cot of meat
USED KITCHEN cabinet in good parts at reasonable rates. 210
mom novo on
pumping station, a 4 inch mu- you at "The Wishing Well" in 12 Wan
9-Hebrew
151000 mon
Main. Phone 753-5817.
condition. Phone 753-7207.
13 Competent
H-1TC ter meter and meter
month
vault, ap- Western Auto.
mq upon MONO
M-I2-C 15 Bartered
10-Narrow
M-11-P
QUO
proximat
UMOD moan
17 Obstruct
ely 150 service meters
FOR RENT
openings
19 Preposition
0000 DOM ME
14 Heraldry
and service connections, and FREE! A house, all you do is 35n,5l
,tUGS a mess? Clean for less
child
SO (700MOR0 00
grafted
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- miscellaneous other items
in- tear it completely down. Locat- 21-Ch
)with--Blue Lustre! Rent elec16 Female deer
00VOMM GOMM)
partment with kitchen and den. cluding boring and steel cas- ed at 408 No. 4th St., next to 22 Unitapeau
of Siamese
18-Near
tric shampooer $1. Tidwell's
mum nniiriu
currency
Newly decorated. Panelled and ings for road crossings,
21-Occurs
gate Murray Motel. Please look at 23.Escape
Paint Store.
M-15-C carpeted. Electric
22-Seriss river
house
before
calling, 753-4487, 25-Crony (colloq.) 23-Toll
heat and air valves, fire hydrants and cast
34-Condensed
44-Stride
carpet beauty doesn't show? conditioned. Excellent location. Iran fittings, all as shown on between 12:00 noon and 8:00 26.Lou ndation
24-Parcel of land
moisture
46-Jn music.
27 Dawn goddess
25 Parent (colleq.)
100
South
in.
p.
35-Scold
13ih St., Kelly's Pest the Contract Drawings and callClean it right and watch it
1TC 28-Uppermost
Inn
26-Prohibit
37-Handles
47-Metal
part
glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent Control.
TFC ed for in the Contract Specifica28-Gratuity
36 PIVICO
48-Meadow
29 Armed coollwt
29-Damp
electric shampooer $1. Western
39-Sheets et glass
49-Ftmsh
30 Latin
PRIVATE MODERN efficiency tions.
31-Sunburn
40-Transactions
SI-Behold!
Auto Store.'
conjunction
Contract II - Construct a 50,M-15-C apartment La one
32 Deposit
41-Obscure
53-Sun
or two adults.
31-Liquor drink.4
33 Nahoor sheep
43-Greek letter
Led
OPPORTUNITIES
33,A Oat,
1.01ITY PILE, free from soil i Parking space. Call Gene Lan- 000 gallon elevated steel water
storage tank, spherical in shape
(abbr.)
2
1
3
lei
4
fate carpet cleaned with Biu dolt Insurance Agency, 753-8175
5 6
7 .
-NOW OPEN
;
,Si:8
10 Z
9
!
..
35 Short sleep
36-Dine
e....).
35
Lustre. Rent electric shampooe between 9:00 a. m. and 5:00 and mounted on a single steel
pedestal
ii
with
;M.
an
overflow
37-3efini5e article
12
14
ttk;
p.m.
ail
$1. Big K.
11-15-C
TFC height 110 feet above
PM
38-Pcach across
:WM=
the
15
40.Vessers
16
4919
•Xii:: 17 18
'
1968 COLLIERS Encyclopedias 50' x 10' MOUSE trailer. Air- ground and miscellaneous other
curved planking
P.a.
'444'.
41 A'-,t
includes, book case and Child conditioned, electric heat, au- Items including the tank founloreIMA 20
04
42 Lab. i
21II22
OM905
Craft set. $120.00 already been tomatic washei, Couples only. dation and cathodic protection,
43-Dani e step
23 2-4
tilt 25
VA'.26
44.Bakers
paid, take over payments. 753- $65.00 per month. Phone 753- ai as shown on the Contract
prOtiUlt
8281.
VI 28
27
M-11-C Drawings and called for in the LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Xp:. 29
M-15-C 6231.
45,Indef mite
Contract Specifications.
2
:aX
article
Phone 753-2552
WHEEL CHAIR,like new.
III
_RO.Q.B )'Q
L. college -girls.
32
4444.4t
Plans and Specifications may
47-Mexic3n
Electric
dish
ni1134
heat, air conditioned be examined at the followin
_patient lifter in good condition
g
SO-Warning
i 36
Age 1S-55
and refrigerator. One block places:
%Phone 753-1448 after 3:00 p.
.k.P.
device
SirII
52 Mann
38 39
.
11-15-P from campus. 1803 College Farm
Associated General Contractname
•
Road. 753-2377.
PANTRY RAID- Wreckage in Triangle Fraternity House at
M-12-P ors, Paducah, Kentucky;
54 Number
1. Maintenance Man
FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator in
::::3 43
Northwestern University in Evanstcn, III., is inspecte
55-Drunkard
F. W. Dodge Corporation,
'5
!exc.
I
d by
2. Steam Finisher
"good condition. Cheap. Phone UPSTAIRS &pertinent for com3W.CM
56 Rational
student Dennis Hoffman after, police said, about
57 Mournful
30 Negroes
mercial or business use. Locat- Memphis, Tennessee;
3. Pressers
753-6501.
invaded
the
residence and broke dishes, windows and furni4'
F. W. Dodge Corporation,
ed on campus at 202 North
efig:: 52 53
50
51
M-11-C
DOWN
ture. Police said the raid was retaliation for an
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
15th Street. Phone 753-4864. Louisville, Kentucky;
1 -Decay
alleged inM34UI
-suit by a fraternity member of a Negro coed
2.Ventilate
Edward T. Hannan Si Assoc- dr
:40a
in a campus
M-13-C iates, Inc.,
1963 FORD Galaxie 500 XL, 43,Piecel el
Mil
45eie
agil
dining
hall.
Paducah, Kentucky;
Damage
was
estimated at $500.
dinner-Wart
Malr by l'nited Feature Spit:locate. inn
door hardtop, power deed
Or may be obtained from EdREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
and brakes, automatic transitsward T. Hannan & Associates,
Sion. Call 492-8594 after 6 p.
LARGE WOODED lot, 290' x Inc., located at 2221 Broadway,
Peanuts®
M-13-C 450' on Hazel Highway,
by Charles M. Schulz
4% Paducah, Kentucky, upon recelpt
of
deposit
in the follow- INEANU'IS
1960 PLYMOUTH, 2-door sedan, miles from city limits. Phone
ing
amounts:
REPoRT TI4AT MAN TO
(
V-8 automatic. Fair condition. 753-3896.
M-12-C
Contract I - $50.00
Will sell cheap. See at Scotties 80 ACRE
MI55ION CONTROL!!
FARM, three quarters
Contract II - $25.00
Standard, East Main.
M-19-C mile north of Taylor's
Store, The deposit of contractors
WILLYS 4-wheel drive with frame house, stock barn, making legal bids will be retobacco
barn
and
other outbull4- turned upon receipt of the plans
,
n '62 engine, excellent conCall 753-2202 ask for ings. 1.18 acre dark tobacco and docuSents in good condibase.
Call
435-4833 after 5 p.
Lloyd or Don, after 5:00 p. in.
tion, if said plans and docuM-11-P ments are returned within ten
M43-P
0
,
FOUR-ROOM frame house with days after the date of bidding.
bath. On large lot. Garage and The deposit of any nonbidder,
wash
house, Twelve miles from upon returning plans and docuWANTED: Male Beagle puppy
Murray at Tri-City, Bill Wal- ments as outlined above, will
for child's pet. Phone 753-1364
be refunded in the amount
drop, phone 382-2320.
M-13-P equal to 60
percent of the de11-11-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, posit.
Nancy
Sealed bids for each contract
full air conditioning, all elecby Ernie Bushmiller.
* Registered *
tric, large kitchen, carport. Near shall be clearly marked on the
-FAN/
ERobertson School.. By owner. outside "Sealed Bid For ConI LIKE
.54/5",iii.f/LL-4t7V--OKAY,
Call 753-1292 days or 753-8973 tract I - A Water Distribution
THE
PAN
SE
CAK
ES
THEM'
System for the Murray No. 3
GIVE
nights.
M-17-C
Water District, Murray, KenAREN'T PLAT
NICE
THEM
tucky' or "Sealed Bid For A
ENOUGH - THEY'
RE
AND
HELP WANTED
TO ME
Steel Water Storage Tank for
Boars and Open
THIC
TOO
the
K
Murray
PLAT
No.
3
Water DisWAITRESSES wanted, Tom's
Pizza Palace. Apply in person trict, Murray, Kentucky".
Gilts
Bids may be mailed to TM
after 3 p. m.
M-17-C
Peoples Bank Branch Office,
For Sale
CASHIER wanted with 1 to 2 Hazel Reed, Murray, Kentucky
years experience. Write Box --Attention:_ Mr.._ William
131, Murray, Ky.
Dodson, Chairman, Murray No,
3 Water District.
LADY wanted to stay with eldMs shall be accompanied by
Farm Located 3 Miles
erly woman during week. Light a certified
check or bid bond
housework required. Meals and payable
West of Lynnville, Ky.,
to the Murray No. 3 Waroom
furnishe
d
in addition to ter District in an
on Highway 94
amount not
salary. Call 753-8850 during day lees
OV AV
,•••+tra
than five percent of the
5••••cv.v. Vag
Murray Phone 753-3214
and 753-2723 or 753-8990 after base
bid.
•
M-17-C
M-13-C1 5:00 p. m.
MURRAY NO. 3 WATER
•
DISTRICT
•
Abbie
'
N Slats
William E. Dodson,
Chairman
by R. Van Buren

rear
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oody Sino-Soviet borcaption material acews agency Hsinhua.
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nted on labels of liquor
. Thurmond, a teetotaler,
3e Seoate in introducing
"Congress should face
the Health hazard caused
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Ira rich shams,*

11.45
Value

E

YORKSHIRES

S.

CHARLES YOUNG

S 110

I.,
,',

tA-BRITE
e. Brightens
th.

41.

March 11, 1969
Date
1TC
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky.. C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176
Lynnville, Ky.
March-13.0

DENTAL

)L & MFP

•ide

113e Value
FOR

2

$1

Flexible
Plastic Pipe
front WESTERN PtASTICS CORPORATION
MASTIN4111, MAMA SKA

'There Is a 510 Difference in Plastic Pipe
KIJARCOle, you can see it.

UN for-Farm and Horne Water Systems ...
Municipal Water Service lines . .
Peed Processing Plants . .
Well Piping ... Many other applicalImall

HOURS

r to 5:00

• •

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.
20$ East

IT WOULDN'T HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE
WITHOUT ALL YOUR HELP. SY PERFORMING
IN "THE QUEEN'S LADY `IOU MAPE
IT HAPPEN,'

1

Lil
'
Ajmer
by Al Capp

with

Why not use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pipe
available?

• •

NOTICE: We repair all makes
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixers, irons, heaters, all small
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
Maple.
April-1-C
YELLOW CAT with white throat
was taken from a 1985 Oldsmobile Thursday between 89:00 p. in. at Big K parking lot.
Answers to name of "Miss
Kitty". Was wearing a red collar with leash $5.00 reward.
Phone 753-4840.
N-11-C

ROLLO
GREPSLEY
IS RUSSIAN
NAME, NO 7

THE STUNNING NEWS THAT A LONG -LOST
SHAKESPEARE MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DISCOVERED IN CRABTREE CORNERS SHAKES
T146 LITeRARY WORLD TO ITS FOUNDATIONS
!

in Street
Telephone 751-3361
Murray, Kentucky

I, HAROLD LINARD HILL, am
not
responsible
for
any
debts incurred, other than my
own, as of this date, March 11,
1989
M-13-P
IS IT POSSIBLE' Yes. In most
cases we can install a complete
new kitchen in one week or
less. Cabinets and panelling to
match. We are reasonable. Free
estimates. Ken-Ten Building
Supply, 207 Maple, Phone 7536583.
M-13-C

PATRIOATS!!

ONE 6owL,AND NO BOW!
EVEN ,4T

MUST
E5E

PRINCETON
rk/EY SAY
POWERFUL
SOMETHIA/K STOPF!!
N/CE ABOUT
AMER/c.-Aff

‘MERICANS
ARE NOW
LOV/NK
A.KERICA?
-BUT

)

IF WE DUNI- GET
PI PPLE
"PAT R I OATS"COULD BE A

OUR

PATRIOTISM
GAP!!

WE GOT m GET 7-1-/I/VK5 BACK
TO NORMAL -RUSSIANS
LOV/NK RUSSIA -AND
AMERICANS
LOATNINK
AMERICA!!

WHYP

CONTACT Kent Wright at 902
Poplar for your income tax
needs. Call 753-6251 for appoint
mint.
H ITC
ata

APIPM19111194r::,Aor

.4

•.

••

^-vit
•

11,

4

•
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Max Russell Is MSU
Student Unit's Prexy

LEDGER. it TIMES - MUR
RAY, KENTUCKY

Paducah Serviceman
Killed In Vietnam

WOMEN ...

TUESDAY - MARCII 11. 1969

L R.Higgins
Rites Conducted

wgisiortg%HEDU,Ls ,

•

Pram Pepe One)
Chaseel 4
problems of our community, and
Cheaul 5
Channel I
BENTON, Ky., March 10-FUIi chairman of the Coordinating
TUESDAY EVENINC PROGRAMS
writ
services
for
Council of the Area Ministry
Louis R. HigMax Reseal et Calaway amity it 5.
Specialist Fourth Class John
x-6:30 pin. Ch. 4 Always laughs to spar n Join JERRY LEWgins, 58, were held at 2 p. m. tc>
for the Land Between the Lakes.
has assomed day as praideM
The Junk" hes held tee other
Ropes
IS and his guests for an hour of comedy fun.
Hornsby
, •. Ion of Mr.
day at Filbeck and Cann FuRev. Moak said: "ln all the
of des Maass S1Ma akenito dame disirlug the school year
and Mn. John
neral Home. The Rev. Calvin
106'4 01.0010
6 11
461111114 amiNallos imasim ISIS* He first was Junior rep- unrest sad turmoil that is go- N. Nes, has Hamby of IN
been killed near
ing on in our World today, there
Wilkins
officiat
t Tifitell;—Tn.Net
and
ed
burial
we.
*NM aim NUNN.
T 11 IV; L." Si" ked gikeiron Moor Mot
Saigon, according to notification
In Birmingham Cemetery.
Edam Maim Ms Mild resentative. He is a masher of is heard the cry for somene received
WORLD
x-8
p.m.,
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Fellow students comfort Tim
Peebtes. 19. a freshman, alter he was injured seriousl
y by
a time bomb when it exploded prernatur
a campus
hallway while he carried it at San Franctstate College
He was blinded and his hands were charred. William R.
Pulliam. 24, San Francisco. also a Negro. WAS charged too.
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NEW YORK (I PI) - The
nominating committee of the
United Church of Christ has
unanimoualy nominated the Rev.
Dr. Robert V. Moss. Jr.. President of Lancaster (Pa.) Theologwaj Seminary, as Preside
nt
of die Church.
The election will take place
at the meeting of the General
Synod of the United Church
in Boston June 25-July 2. The
Rev. Dr. Moss WI aneceed the
Rev. Dr. Ben Mohr Herbeter
who will retire Oct. 1:

Lutheran Election
PITTSBURGH (UPI)
Dr.
Sidney A. Rand. president of
St. Olaf Colter. Northfield,
Minn.. has been 4ected president
of the Lutheran Educational Conference of North America.
The election took place at
the 55th annual convention of
the Conference, which comprises
presidents and academic deans
of 62 Lutheran seminaries, coney.. and univenities in the
I:nett-a States and Canada'.
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